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Abstract
Current physiotherapy practice relies on visual observation of patient movement for as-
sessment and diagnosis. Automation of motion monitoring has the potential to improve
accuracy and reliability, and provide additional diagnostic insight to the clinician, improv-
ing treatment quality, and patient progress. To enable automated monitoring, assessment,
and diagnosis, the movements of the patient must be temporally segmented from the con-
tinuous measurements. Temporal segmentation is the process of identifying the starting
and ending locations of movement primitives in a time-series data sequence. Most segmen-
tation algorithms require training data, but a priori knowledge of the patient’s movement
patterns may not be available, necessitating the use of healthy population data for train-
ing. However, healthy population movement data may not generalize well to rehabilitation
patients due to large differences in motion characteristics between the two demographics.
In this thesis, four key contributions will be elaborated to enable accurate segmentation of
patient movement data during rehabilitation.
The first key contribution is the creation of a segmentation framework to categorize and
compare different segmentation algorithms considering segment definitions, data sources,
application specific requirements, algorithm mechanics, and validation techniques. This
framework provides a structure for considering the factors that must be incorporated when
constructing a segmentation and identification algorithm. The framework enables system-
atic comparison of different segmentation algorithms, provides the means to examine the
impact of each algorithm component, and allows for a systematic approach to determine
the best algorithm for a given situation.
The second key contribution is the development of an online and accurate motion
segmentation algorithm based on a classification framework. The proposed algorithm
transforms the segmentation task into a classification problem by modelling the segment
edge point directly. Given this formulation, a variety of feature transformation, dimen-
sionality reduction and classifier techniques were investigated on several healthy and pa-
tient datasets. With proper normalization, the segmentation algorithm can be trained
using healthy participant data and obtain high quality segments on patient data. Inter-
participant and inter-primitive variability were assessed on a dataset of 30 healthy par-
ticipants and 44 rehabilitation participants, demonstrating the generalizability and utility
of the proposed approach for rehabilitation settings. The proposed approach achieves a
segmentation accuracy of 83-100%.
The third key contribution is the investigation of feature set generalizability of the pro-
posed method. Nearly all segmentation techniques developed previously use a single sensor
iv
modality. The proposed method was applied to joint angles, electromyogram, motion cap-
ture, and force plate data to investigate how the choice of modality impacts segmentation
performance. With proper normalization, the proposed method was shown to work with
various input sensor types and achieved high accuracy on all sensor modalities examined.
The proposed approach achieves a segmentation accuracy of 72-97%.
The fourth key contribution is the development of a new feature set based on hypothe-
ses about the optimality of human motion trajectory generation. A common hypothesis in
human motor control is that human movement is generated by optimizing with respect to a
certain criterion and is task dependent. In this thesis, a method to segment human move-
ment by detecting changes to the optimization criterion being used via inverse trajectory
optimization is proposed. The control strategy employed by the motor system is hypoth-
esized to be a weighted sum of basis cost functions, with the basis weights changing with
changes to the motion objective(s). Continuous time series data of movement is processed
using a sliding fixed width window, estimating the basis weights of each cost function for
each window by minimizing the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker optimality conditions. The quality
of the cost function recovery is verified by evaluating the residual. The successfully esti-
mated basis weights are averaged together to create a set of time varying basis weights
that describe the changing control strategy of the motion and can be used to segment
the movement with simple thresholds. The proposed algorithm is first demonstrated on
simulation data and then demonstrated on a dataset of human subjects performing a series
of exercise tasks. The proposed approach achieves a segmentation accuracy of 74-88%.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Segmentation is the process of identifying the starting and ending locations of movements
of interest, breaking a continuous sequence of time-series motion data into smaller com-
ponents, termed movement primitives. If the subject is performing more than one type of
motion in a given recording session, identification, or labelling, of each segment with the
appropriate motion type is also required.
Time-series segmentation has been employed to address many different research prob-
lems. In imitation learning, segmentation is used to isolate movement primitives from a
sequence of demonstration motions provided to robots in order to train and improve their
movement repertoire. Imitation learning is desirable because the most intuitive way for
humans to teach any given action is by demonstration, which would make robotics more
accessible to non-expert users [42, 81, 83]. Other applications which require segmenta-
tion include gesture recognition [232, 182, 200], temporal video segmentation [230], and
speaker-turn segmentation [58, 208].
The focus of this thesis is to develop accurate time-series segmentation for physiother-
apy and rehabilitation. Current physiotherapy practice relies on subjective measures and
visual observation of the patient for diagnosis, assessment, and progress monitoring. Vi-
sual inspection, goniometry [163] and questionnaires [80, 235] are common tools employed
by the physiotherapist. These tools tend to be subjective, and can suffer from inter-rater
variability [223, 55]. Human motion measurement technology, such as motion capture [91],
vision and range sensors [243], or inertial measurement units (IMUs) [139, 27], can be used
to automate the observation process to improve accuracy and reliability. These systems
can also serve as a data logging tool, assisting physiotherapists in progress monitoring and
diagnosis.
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To enable automated measurement and analysis, the system must measure the human
movement and identify exercise movement segments from the time-series data. Such a
system consists of movement measurement, pose estimation [90], movement segmentation
and identification [134], and movement analysis [79] (Figure 1.1). The system should also
interact with the the physiotherapist and the patient to provide real-time feedback and
report on patient progress [116]. The focus of this thesis is the segmentation component
of this system.
Movement 
Measurement
Pose
Estimation
Movement
Analysis
Segmentation 
and Identification
Figure 1.1: Components of an automatic rehabilitation supervision system. This thesis
proposes algorithms for the segmentation component.
In order to enable continuous, online automated analysis of human movement data,
accurate segmentation and identification of the movement is needed. One difficulty in
performing accurate segmentation and identification is the large number of degrees of
freedom (DOFs) in the movement data. Data streams used for single limb studies contain
4-6 DOFs [133], while full body human measurement can consist of 20-30 DOFs [171, 114],
making scalability an important characteristic for any segmentation algorithm.
In addition, both segmentation and identification are made more difficult due to the
variability observed in human movement. Motion can vary between individuals due to
differing kinematics or dynamics characteristics, and also within a single individual over
time [161], due to short term factors such as fatigue, or long term factors such as recovery
or disease progression [227]. The participant may also start a subsequent movement before
fully completing the previous one [149], leading to hybrid motion primitives. These factors
introduce both spatial and temporal variability, which a successful segmentation algorithm
must be able to handle.
Many approaches use healthy participant data to train the models used for segmen-
tation. However, patient movements tend to be lower in velocity and range of motion,
as well as exhibiting tremors and pauses during the motion (Figure 1.2). Inter- and
intra-participant movement variability is a long-standing issue for segmentation, but is
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exacerbated by the changes in the patient movement patterns as they progress through
the physiotherapy process [194, 186, 72]. Another major issue is joint compensation [59],
where the patient uses joints and muscle groups different from the ones the therapist in-
tended to perform a prescribed motion they find difficult, due to pain or disability [64].
These differences make it difficult for healthy movement templates to be generalized to
rehabilitation patients.
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(a) Healthy data.
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(b) Rehabilitation patient data.
Figure 1.2: Joint angle and velocity data of a healthy (left) and rehabilitation (right)
participant performing a knee extension exercise, illustrating hip extension (hip ext), hip
abduction (hip abd), knee extension (knee ext), and the manual segments (man seg).
These figures, with both vertical and horizontal axes at equal scaling, show that motions
performed by rehabilitation patients are slower, have smaller velocities, and smaller range
of motion, when compared to healthy participants. In the patient movement, some evidence
of joint compensation can also be seen, where the motion in the knee is accompanied by
hip extension. These variations highlight the need to validate segmentation algorithms
with patient data to assess generalization capability.
Lastly, some segmentation algorithms require labelled data for training, which can
be time-consuming to generate. As a result, many publicly available datasets do not
have manual segment data, making it hard to compare between existing segmentation
algorithms.
In order for a given system to be suitable for physiotherapy applications, it should meet
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the following requirements:
Provide consistent and accurate segments.
This leads to a precise and reliable segmentation tool to provide physiotherapists
with accurate range of motion and movement velocity data, as well as automatically
counting the number of repetitions performed by the patient.
Process data and provide results in real-time
Real-time calculations, when paired with a suitable user interface, would allow for
immediate feedback to patients, allowing them to correct any errors in exercise per-
formance.
Be able to segment between repetitions of the same motion.
Rehabilitation and exercise data can include numerous repetitions of the same exer-
cise, so an appropriate algorithm must be able to segment this type of data.
Be able to segment between different motion types.
Rehabilitation and exercise data can also include sequences of different movement
types, so an appropriate algorithm must be able to handle sequences of different
motion primitives.
Inter-primitive generalizability.
It is difficult for any template-based approach to be used on motions that it has not
seen during training. However, since there are many key commonalities, such as a
common resting posture, it is preferable for the algorithm be able to generalize to
new motions. In this thesis, primitives that are included in the training are denoted
as known or seen motions, while primitives absent from the training set are denoted
as unknown or novel movements.
Inter-participant generalizability, particularly between the healthy and patient
populations.
Since rehabilitation motions can vary greatly, a segmentation system for clinical
applications must be able to accurately segment patient motion regardless of their
degree of progress in the rehabilitation process.
Can utilize a wide range of sensor modalities.
A variety of sensor modalities, such as IMUs and force plates, can be utilized in the
clinic. This allows for increased flexibility of deployment.
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If training data is required, it should be easy to generate and update so that
non-specialists can provide training data.
Ease of use is necessary to allow physiotherapists to create their own templates in
order to extend the segmentation algorithm to handle customized exercises. Inter-
primitive and inter-participant generalizability also reduce the necessity to generate
a labelled template for each customized exercise.
1.1 Thesis Contributions
The contributions of this thesis are:
A framework for segmentation that can be used for algorithm development and
comparison.
A comprehensive literature review of time-series segmentation was performed and
used to formulate a segmentation framework.
While several review works surveyed the related fields of gesture [151] and activity
recognition [3, 118], no previous reviews focused on time-series segmentation, which
provides more granular temporal details than activity recognition. The proposed
segmentation framework can be used to categorize and compare different segmenta-
tion algorithms, and serves as a starting point to guide new segmentation algorithm
creation.
A motion segmentation algorithm that meets the requirements of a clinically-
focused method.
To realize an algorithm that meets the requirements outlined above, a classifier-
based segmentation technique that classifies all data points as segment edge points
or non-segment points is proposed.
This classifier approach allows the algorithm to automatically extract segment edge
characteristics, enabling inter-participant and inter-primitive generalization. This
reduces the amount of template data required from clinicians in order to deploy the
algorithm.
Systematic validation with multiple sensor modalities.
Unlike previous approaches, which mostly rely on a single modality, the proposed
algorithm was tested using different sensor modalities, including joint angles, elec-
tromyogram (EMG), motion capture, and force plate data to investigate several
modalities that have been used in both kinesiology research and the clinic. The
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results demonstrate that the proposed approach can be used with a variety of sensor
platforms and features, and that low-cost sensors and features with limited compu-
tational requirements can be used to generate segments reliably.
The ability to utilize different sensor and feature sets allows clinicians to choose the
most clinically appropriate sensing platform, or one that can accurately collect the
motion data without impeding the participant.
Inverse optimal control for motion segmentation.
A novel feature set for segmentation motivated by human motor control theory is
proposed. Theories of human motor control hypothesize that human motion trajec-
tories are generated by optimization. The cost function, typically modelled as a sum
of weighted basis functions representing features such as joint acceleration, linear
acceleration, or torque, has been shown to change from task to task [213]. In this
thesis, we propose to use the estimated basis function contributions over a sliding
window as a feature for segmentation. The proposed approach is validated on a
human movement dataset and promising early results are shown.
1.2 Thesis Outline
Chapter 2 provides background information on the mathematical tools discussed in the
related work and throughout the thesis. An overview of different dimensionality transfor-
mation methods, classifiers, aggregators, and optimal control concepts is provided.
Chapter 3 proposes a segmentation framework that can be used for the development of a
segmentation algorithm, as well as comparison between different segmentation algorithms.
The four different components of a segmentation algorithm are discussed, and include data
characterization, the definition of a segment, segmentation mechanics and the verification
scheme.
Chapter 4 provides an overview of existing approaches to segmentation, as well as
unsolved problems and issues with the existing approaches.
Chapter 5 details the different datasets that are used for the training and testing of the
segmentation methods developed for this thesis. The datasets consist of both healthy and
rehabilitation participants at differing stages of the rehabilitation process.
Chapter 6 proposes a segmentation algorithm that models the segment edge point to
perform segmentation. Many segmentation methods rely on domain knowledge to set up
the segmentation process, such as segmenting on velocity crossings. Instead of explicitly
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modelling the segment edge point characteristics, we use classifiers to learn the characteris-
tics automatically, allowing for a more flexible segmentation algorithm. Different classifiers
and feature selection approaches are compared to determine how they perform in time-series
segmentation. This algorithm was tested using both healthy and rehabilitation participant
data, as well as with features derived from different sensor modalities.
Chapter 7 proposes an algorithm for motion segmentation based on inverse optimal
control. The proposed approach models the controller generating the human motion as
a trajectory generator optimizing a sum of weighted basis functions, and estimates the
basis weights over a sliding window. These basis weights are used for segmentation in
a threshold-based approach. This algorithm was tested with healthy participant data
performing various exercises.
Chapter 8 summarizes this thesis and directions for future work.
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Chapter 2
Background
This chapter provides an overview of the existing algorithms commonly used for time-series
modelling and segmentation, as well as key concepts in trajectory optimization.
2.1 Dimensionality Transformation
The algorithms in this section are designed to transform the feature set to allow subsequent
algorithms to focus on latent features instead of the full feature set, which can reduce
the number of correlated, redundant, or irrelevant features, and thus potentially improve
separability and classification accuracy. With a reduced feature set, the computational
cost is also reduced.
In this thesis, principal component analysis (PCA) and Fisher’s discriminant analy-
sis (FDA) are chosen for analysis as they are among the most common and well known
dimensionality reduction techniques, and are simple to implement. PCA and FDA also
provide examples of an unsupervised and a supervised dimensionality reduction technique,
respectively.
2.1.1 Principal Component Analysis
The purpose of PCA [201] is to rotate the features of a dataset X into a space such that the
new features X′ are ordered by the amount of variance present in the dataset, as a linear
combination of the original feature space. This is achieved by transforming the data set
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into a new set of orthogonal variables, the principal components (PCs), such that the first
few PCs retain most of the variation in the original variables. The PCA projection matrix
can be truncated in order to retain only the first k vectors, thus reducing the dimensionality
of the resultant feature set. The PCA algorithm can be summarized as follows:
1. Calculate the principal components by taking the singular value decomposition (SVD),
a method to factorize the matrix, of the original data: X = UΣWT , where U is the
PCA transformation matrix that spans the basis of X, Σ are the eigenvalues of X,
and W are the eigenvectors of X, ordered by component variance.
2. To automatically determine k, the scree plot method [67] can be used. This method
orders the fraction of total variance or eigenvalues in the data represented by each PC,
allowing the designer to visually determine which PCs contribute the most variance
and which PCs are of lesser importance. This allows for the selection of the top
k PCs that contain a significant amount of variance. Alternatively, k can be hand
selected.
3. The first k vectors of the U matrix will be retained. X′ = UkXT calculates the
dimensionality-reduced dataset.
2.1.2 Fisher’s Discriminant Analysis
FDA incorporates the class labels and generates a projection that maximizes the separation
between the classes in the projection [85]. The FDA algorithm can be summarized as
follows:
1. Calculate the within-class variance Σw by computing the variance of each set of
labelled data, and add them together: Σw = Σ1 + Σ2
2. Calculate the total variance Σt by computing the variance of the whole dataset.
3. Calculate the between-class variance by subtracting the two calculated variances:
Σb = Σt −Σw.
4. Perform SVD on Σ−1w Σb. The scree plot method (Section 2.1.1) can be used to
determine a suitable number of k vectors to keep.
5. The first k vectors of the U matrix will be retained. X′ = UkXT calculates the
dimensionality-reduced dataset.
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2.2 Classifiers
Classification is the problem of identifying to which of a set of categories or labels a new
observation belongs, on the basis of a labelled training set. These techniques are commonly
used in pattern recognition, with statistical classifiers forming a large portion of ongoing
research and application [85, 108, 180].
In this thesis, k -nearest neighbour (k -NN), decision tree, artificial neural network
(ANN), and support vector machine (SVM) are chosen for analysis as they are wide spread
and popular in the literature, and span a range of methods in terms of algorithm complex-
ity.
2.2.1 k-nearest Neighbour
k -NN [85] is a simple algorithm where the label of an observation data point is determined
by a majority vote of the closest k points to it. Any distance metric can be used, but
typically, the Euclidean distance is employed [85].
k -NN is simple and intuitive, and requires no training time. The computation time
increases with larger training sets, but k -NN works well when used in conjunction with
feature selection, dimensionality reduction and data reduction algorithms, allowing k -NN
to scale to larger datasets. However, the k parameter needs to be tuned [85].
2.2.2 Decision Tree
Decision trees [181] classify data points by propagating down a tree based on a sequence
of feature-based thresholds. The label assigned to each data point is determined at the
leaf node, and is dependent on the path taken through the tree. It can be paired with
the bagging aggregator (Section 2.3.2) to create the random forest classifier [32]. Iterative
dichotomiser 3 (ID3) [181] is a common implementation of the decision tree. Given the
dataset X, the ID3 is trained as follows:
1. A subsample of data Xi is randomly taken from X.
2. Calculate the entropy of all unused attributes or DOF:
H(i) = − pi
pi + ni
log2
pi
pi + ni
− ni
pi + ni
log2
ni
pi + ni
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where p and n denote the number of elements belonging to class p and n, respectively,
if using attribute i.
3. Using the DOF that results in the lowest entropy, split Xi into subsets according to
this DOF.
4. Using these subsets and DOF, create a decision tree node.
5. Repeat the above steps for other DOFs.
6. Once the tree has been constructed, the remainder of the data X¯i is classified with
the decision tree. A sample of the data points that are incorrectly classified are added
to Xi and this process is repeated.
Decision trees are commonly employed as they have low computational cost and are
intuitive to interpret in terms of individual features [25], but can easily overfit and tend to
be sensitive to the quality of the initialization [85]. Various extensions to the ID3 algorithm
have been proposed to improve noise rejection and robustness against missing information
[181].
2.2.3 Artificial Neural Network
The ANN classifier [178] uses a large number of interconnected nodes to perform classifica-
tion. At each given node, the inputs xi are multiplied by a set of weights wi, and summed
together. The weighted sum a is then passed through an activation function g. Various
activation functions can be used, with the sigmoid function being the most common. The
output of this node is then used as part of a weighted sum for a node in the next layer,
until the propagation reaches the output layer and generates a final classification (Figure
2.1). Mathematically, this neuron behaviour function is characterized by:
a =
k∑
i=1
wixi −w0 (2.1)
g =
1
1 + e−a
(2.2)
ANN is trained by modifying the connection weights using the back-propagation method
[86]:
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Figure 2.1: Artificial neural net activation function. Illustration from [178].
1. Initialize the weights wi to small random values.
2. Choose one set of the training data, and apply the node computations through the
network to obtain the ANN output dui .
3. Calculate the partial derivative of the output error with respect to the output nodes:
δli = g
′(hli)(d
l
i − yli), where g′ is the derivative of the activation function, yli is the
desired output value, and h is the neural input into the current ith node at the lth
layer.
4. Propagate the error to preceding layers by accounting for all the jth nodes that the
current node feeds into: δli = g
′(hli)(
∑
j w
l+1
ij δ
l+1
j ).
5. Update all the weights using ∆wlji = ηδ
l
iy
l−1
j where η is the learning rate.
6. Repeat until the error in the output layer is below a threshold.
Unlike many other classification techniques, the neural network models do not provide
easily interpretable intuition about the decision boundary, which can make tuning and
training difficult. Once trained, the ANN performs classification at a rapid pace [195].
2.2.4 Support Vector Machine
SVM [35] is a deterministic binary classifier that determines a boundary that separates
two classes based on the training data X (Figure 2.2). The decision hyperplane, defined
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by w · X + b = 0, that has the largest margin from the closest training data point, is
determined by finding the midpoint between the hyperplane that marks the boundary of
one class (H1 : w ·X + b = +1) and the boundary of the other (H2 : w ·X + b = −1). w is
the normal to the hyperplane, while |b|/||w|| defines the perpendicular distance from the
hyperplane to the decision hyperplane. To find the hyperplane, these constraints must be
met:
xi ·w + b ≥ +1 for yi = +1 (2.3)
xi ·w + b ≤ −1 for yi = −1 (2.4)
which combines into:
yi(xi ·w + b)− 1 ≥ 0 ∀ i (2.5)
Only key training data points, called the support vectors (SVs, circled in Figure 2.2), are
used to specify the decision boundary, and are defined as training points that, if missing,
will alter the shape of the boundary hyperplane. This allows the SVM to remain computa-
tionally efficient when compared to algorithms such as k -NN. If the classes are not linearly
separable, kernel functions can be applied to move the data to a higher dimension so that
the data becomes separable [35]. SVM is inherently two-class, but multi-class SVMs can
be constructed with multiple two-class SVMs, or one-vs-all SVMs [35].
Figure 2.2: Separating hyperplanes for the SVM algorithm. The support vectors are circled.
Illustration from [35].
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2.3 Aggregators
Several weak or base classifiers can be combined via an aggregation scheme to outperform
the individual classifier. Aggregators are techniques that combine multiple classifiers to-
gether, typically by weighting and voting schemes, to produce an overall label that focuses
on incorrect labels that arose during training, or to smooth out overfitting.
2.3.1 Adaptive Boosting
The adaptive boosting (AdaBoost) [70] algorithm takes in an input training set X, along
with its labels Y, and produces an array of weighted classifiers that are designed to be
more accurate than a single classifier on its own. The goal of the AdaBoost algorithm is to
train a series of weak learning algorithms using this training set and labels, and calculate a
set of weights D, over the training sample. The weights on the incorrectly classified labels
are increased so that the weak classifiers contain more samples of the hard examples in the
training set, aggregating multiple classifiers together to improve the overall performance
[166]. Once Di is trained, it can either be incorporated in the next iteration of training
cycle, if the base classifier accepts weights, or Di can be used to sample from the total
pool of X for the next classifier training [199]. The training procedure for AdaBoost is as
follows:
Given a training set (x1,y1), ..., (xk,yk), where xi ∈ X,yi ∈ {−1,+1}:
1. Initialize the initial weights D1 to be a vector, with each element having a value of
1/k.
2. A base classifier is trained on the sample data xi, and its accuracy is assessed against
the training label yi. A classifier weight, αi, is assigned to this classifier, based on
its accuracy.
3. A weighing vector Di is calculated based on the accuracy. Data that are misclassified
are weighed more heavily.
4. The training data is re-sampled based on Di. Data with heavier weights, as they are
classified incorrectly in previous iterations, have a higher chance of being selected.
The re-sampled data is used to train a subsequent classifier.
5. This process repeats as often as required, until the training error is below some
threshold, or an iteration limit k has been reached.
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The overall label for an input data point is assigned by taking the weighted sum, based
on α, of the individual labels from each classifier.
2.3.2 Bootstrap Aggregation
Bootstrap aggregation (bagging) [31] is a method to reduce overfitting by training a series
of base classifiers using a small subset of the full training data, X. A data point is classified
by each classifier and the resultant label is decided by majority voting, or by averaging
all the smaller classifiers together. The key concept is that if perturbing the training set
can cause significant changes in the classifier output, then bagging can improve accuracy.
However, if this does not hold, then the bagging algorithm would not result in a more
accurate classifier than one that has been trained with the full X.
The training procedure for bagging is as follows:
1. A subset of the total training data, x1 is randomly selected to be used in the base
classifier training.
2. Another random subset of training data, x2, is drawn from X with replacement, and
is used to train a second classifier.
3. This is repeated k times, creating k classifiers.
The overall label for a given data point is assigned by majority vote over all the indi-
vidual classifiers.
2.4 Optimal Control Methods
Optimal control is a control strategy that synthesizes control actions which optimize a
specified cost function. Conversely, inverse optimal control aims to identify the cost func-
tion, given an observed system trajectory. In this section, the optimal control problem
formulation is presented. Methods to generate the optimal trajectory, as well as methods
to recover the cost function given a trajectory, are briefly overviewed.
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2.4.1 Optimal Trajectory Generation
A dynamic system can be modelled as a set of states, inputs, and outputs. The relationship
between the state variables x, control variables u, and plant outputs y is described by the
following model:
x˙(t) = fx(x(t),u(t)) (2.6)
y(t) = fy(x(t),u(t)) (2.7)
The objective during optimal trajectory generation is to produce a trajectory x∗ such
that a given cost function J is minimized. These methods can be separated into direct
optimal control (DOC) and trajectory optimization (TO) methods.
Direct Optimal Control
DOC formulates a controller function that optimizes the specified cost function. Since
the controller is closed-loop, it also rejects noise, disturbances, and modelling inaccuracies
during operation. Mathematically, this is achieved by finding the optimized control variable
u∗ that optimizes the cost function Ju:
min
u
Ju(x, u, t); g(x) ≤ 0, h(x) = 0 (2.8)
where g(x) and h(x) represent inequality and equality constraints, respectively. For lower-
body exercises and gait applications, the cost function may include minimizing or maxi-
mizing the following:
• Time required to perform the action [172, 153].
• Tracking error [56, 205, 196].
• End-effector position, such as torso incline [37], orthogonal motion from the direction
of movement [153], or step length [53].
• Linear velocity [103, 205].
• End-effector velocity [53].
• Joint velocity [103].
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• Linear force and acceleration, assuming a point mass model [172].
• Torque, modelled as force exerted by actuating muscles [146], or as force exerted
upon a skeletal model [191, 155, 197, 103]. Higher derivatives of torque have also
been used [197]. If multiple joint torques are used, the torques may be grouped
together by body limb [53].
• Power, the product of force and velocity [56, 38, 103].
• Energy, either by modelling the actuation as muscles, as a function of muscle length
and velocity [172, 56, 205], or as heat expenditure [56, 38].
• Postural stability, measured by distance to metrics such as the foot placement indi-
cator [38].
• Control effort, such as muscle activation [146, 206].
The constraints may include:
• Goal-based constraints, such as the starting and ending state values, and/or that the
initial and final state must have zero velocity and acceleration.
• Plant-based constraints, such as state (i.e. joint range) or control (i.e. torque) limits.
• Physics-based constraints, such as the dynamics of the system, such as Equations 2.6
and 2.7.
For linear systems, the optimal controller has the form u∗(t) = Kx(t) where K is the
control gain, and is known as the linear quadratic regulator [101].
For non-linear control systems, numerous different approaches can be taken to obtain
the optimal solution, depending on the system structure and dimensionality [24]. Generally,
three categories of solutions are described: dynamic programming (DP), direct methods,
and indirect methods [115].
DP methods break down the DOC problem into a sequence of smaller sub-problems
based on the Hamilton-Jacobi-Bell equation [101]. However, DP methods scale poorly to
higher dimensions [24]. Indirect methods formulate the DOC problem as a set of necessary
and sufficient conditions for optimality, such as the Pontryagin maximum principle [24], to
locate the point where the gradient of the model is stationary [24]. This means that indirect
methods require an analytical form of the gradient to be available, which can be difficult
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to obtain. The gradient minimization also may not necessarily lead to a minimization in
the cost function value, thus indirect methods may have small regions of convergence and
require careful initialization [24].
As a result, direct methods are commonly employed over DP and indirect methods
[24, 95]. Direct methods solve the DOC problem by minimizing the cost function directly
and employ non-linear programming [115]. Direct methods include collocation methods
[115], which replace the differential equation to be solved with a simpler equation, such as
a polynomial or Taylor approximation, that matches the original on the collocation points.
Another common class of solvers in this category are shooting methods [115], which solve
small intervals of the differential equation at a time, propagating the error from one itera-
tion to the next via defect constraints. The key difference between collocation and shooting
methods lie in how the system dynamics are enforced: shooting methods simulate the full
path to explicitly enforce the constraints and thus are more computationally expensive for
complex problems, while collocation methods only enforce the constraints at key points so
may result in infeasible trajectories [95]. In the literature, both collocation [38, 207, 37]
and shooting [191, 155, 197] techniques have been applied to gait generation applications.
However, non-linear DOC is difficult to utilize in real-time control due to the heavy
computational costs of the optimization.
Trajectory Optimization
Due to the computational costs of non-linear DOC, it is common for TO to be utilized
instead. The objective of TO is to generate the optimized trajectory x∗ which minimizes
J :
min
x
J(x, u, t); g(x) ≤ 0, h(x) = 0 (2.9)
where the constraints here can be formulated similar to that of Equation 2.8. Since x∗
has been pre-optimized, this technique can be paired with a simpler controller, which
can account for model inaccuracies or disturbances. While both DOC and TO can be
formulated to minimize the same cost function, DOC produces a closed-loop solution in
the form of a controller, while TO produces an open-loop solution in the form of a reference
trajectory.
Similar to DOC, many techniques proposed for TO also employ collocation and shooting
techniques [24]. A common approach in trajectory optimization is to set up, or transcribe,
the target problem into the collocation or shooting framework, then apply a general purpose
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NLP solver [95]. Trust region [30], a method where the cost function to be solved is
simplified by Taylor approximation and the delta step is expanded or contracted depending
if the step successfully obtained a more optimal solution, is commonly employed for this
purpose. Interior point [40], a method that converts the constrained optimization problem
into an unconstrained problem by adding the constraints into the cost function, is another.
Active set [73], a method of turning constraints on and off to simplify the problem, is also
common. The MUltiple Shooting CODe for optimization (MUSCOD), a software package
that solves optimization problems via shooting, has been used in numerous locomotion
[153, 154, 103] applications.
Other implementations of TO include the covariant Hamiltonian optimization for mo-
tion planning (CHOMP) [185], a technique that utilized gradient descent, Riemannian
metrics, and distance fields to produce feasible and smooth trajectories. CHOMP was
extended by stochastic trajectory optimization for motion planning (STOMP) [92], which
creates perturbed versions of the trajectory and retains the components that lead to lower
total cost. STOMP relies on randomized exploration instead of gradients, improving its
ability to escape local minima, as well as allowing STOMP to handle cost functions that
do not have a gradient.
2.4.2 Inverse Optimal Control
Inverse optimal control (IOC) is the process of recovering the cost function given the
output trajectory. That is, the objective of IOC is to recover J used to generate x∗. In the
context of human motion analysis, the cost function is typically assumed to be composed
of nbf basis functions Jbf and the IOC is designed to recover the weights cbf of these basis
functions [154]:
J =
nbf∑
i=0
cbf,iJbf,i
When examining its analog from the trajectory generation side, it may be more accu-
rate to describe this technique as inverse trajectory optimization, To be consistent with
literature, the technique described in this section will be referred to as IOC throughout
the thesis.
Two major approaches are common, utilizing either the direct or indirect methods. The
direct method is the bi-level optimization approach, where the basis weights are found by
minimizing the root-mean-square error (RMSE) between the optimal path generated from
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the estimated weights and the observed data. Two layers of optimization are employed;
one to generate the optimal trajectory given the weights and the task constraints, and the
other to generate weights that minimize the RMSE given the trajectory. This method has
been used in locomotion [154, 53], reaching [5, 22], and overhead assembly [209] tasks. The
bi-level optimization approach is flexible as it does not require the optimization gradient
in analytical form, but is computationally demanding as it must both optimize the weights
and minimize the RMSE [209].
The second major technique formulates the IOC problem indirectly via optimality con-
ditions, such as the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) [30] criteria. This method has been
applied to locomotion [179, 1, 170, 173] and box moving [63] tasks. KKT-based methods
are faster than the bi-level optimization methods as they are only solving for the basis
weights and the reconstructed trajectory is only calculated once to quantify the RMSE.
However, the gradient must be modelled explicitly, which is not trivial [63].
The type of constraints (Equation 2.8) considered when performing IOC on human
motion has varied in the literature. Although the majority of the IOC techniques consider
only kinematic constraints [154, 179, 1, 209, 169, 63, 173], some of the prior work also
includes dynamic constraints [5, 22, 53], improving the model fidelity. Another common
approximation is to model the input trajectory as a spline [209, 1, 169] or radial basis
function [63], in order downsample and smooth the input trajectory.
2.4.3 Karush-Kuhn-Tucker Conditions
The KKT conditions are a set of necessary conditions for a given non-linear programming
solution x∗ to be optimal. Given a constrained problem:
min
x
J(x); g(x) ≤ 0, h(x) = 0
the KKT conditions state that, if the following conditions are met:
∇xJ(x∗) =
nf∑
i=0
ci∇xfi(x∗) +
nh∑
j=0
λj∇xhj(x∗) +
ng∑
k=0
νk∇xgj(x∗) = 0
hj(x
∗) = 0
gk(x
∗) ≤ 0
νkgk(x
∗) = 0
νk ≥ 0
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where ∇x denotes the gradient operator, while λ and ν represent the KKT multipliers for
the equality h and inequality g constraints, respectively, then x∗ is optimal.
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Chapter 3
Segmentation Framework
This section proposes a framework for segmentation algorithm analysis1. The framework
provides a structure for considering the factors that must be incorporated when construct-
ing a segmentation algorithm. The lack of such a framework makes it difficult to compare
different segmentation algorithms systematically, since different algorithms tend to be as-
sessed against different criteria and with different procedures. The proposed framework
provides the means to examine the impact of each algorithm component and allows for a
systematic approach to determine the best algorithm for a given situation.
Depending on the target application, different types of segmentation may be required.
Gesture [151] or activity recognition [3, 118] refers to segmentation where multiple repeti-
tions of the same motion type are considered to be one activity or label, and thus segments
are declared when the label transitions from one activity to another. The focus of this
thesis is on primitive segmentation. Motion primitive segmentation is differentiated from
activity recognition, as the algorithms are designed to provide more granular temporal
detail by segmenting both repetitions of the same motion, as well as transitions between
different motion types.
The proposed framework identifies five components that comprise any complete seg-
mentation algorithm (Figure 3.1):
Segment definition (Section 3.1).
There is no common agreed-upon definition of a segment, and thus the segment
definition must be clarified for each application.
1An early version of this chapter has been published in the IEEE Transactions on Human-Machine
Systems [132].
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Data collection (Section 3.2).
Factors such as how the data are collected, as well as the availability of exemplar data
or ground truth data for algorithm training and verification, should be determined.
Application specific requirements (Section 3.3).
Once the source of data and the segment definition have been established, any ap-
plication specific requirements on inter-participant or inter-primitive generalization,
computational cost constraints and scalability requirements need to be defined.
Algorithm design (Section 3.4).
Once the above factors are determined, the specific segmentation mechanism can be
designed. The segmentation algorithm can be divided into four components: filtering
and outlier rejection, feature space transformation, segmentation mechanism, and
identification mechanism.
Verification (Section 3.5).
Different validation schemes can serve to emphasize or obscure different aspects of
the performance of a given algorithm, and must be selected carefully.
This proposed framework supports a systematic way to construct a segmentation al-
gorithm by ensuring critical details, such as the segment definitions and data sources, are
determined early in the design process. The proposed framework also facilitates algorithm
comparison and verification.
3.1 Segment Definitions
Segment definitions refer to how the segment boundaries are characterized, to allow a
human or algorithmic observer to identify the segment boundaries from the measured
data. These definitions are often subjective, algorithm-dependent, application-driven, and
tend to fall into three categories:
Physical boundaries.
For movement applications, the definition of a segment typically refers to physical
changes that occur when the movement starts or ends. These natural physical bound-
aries can be defined by joint movement direction changes [66], or contact changes such
as at heel strike [237], during object pickup [229], or during a change in the set of
support contacts [142]. These domain knowledge characteristics may be specific to
a particular movement (e.g., heel strike during gait) or may generalize to multiple
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Figure 3.1: Overview of the segmentation framework. The bold labels denote major sec-
tions, while italicised labels denote subsections.
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motions (e.g., joint movement direction changes). Relying only on contact changes
limits the segmentation approach to movements that involve these types of physical
interactions. For joint direction changes, it can be unclear which joint should be used,
or how to segment if multiple joints are changing directions. Segments defined using
joint angle direction changes can separate flexion and extension, or include both in
a single primitive (Figure 3.2).
Derived metrics boundaries.
The segment can also be defined by a change in a metric or derived signal. Segment
boundaries can be signalled by changes in variance [104], at metric thresholds [18, 96],
or at hidden Markov model (HMM) state transitions, as determined by the Viterbi
algorithm [216]. Segments can then be determined by either unsupervised [104, 18]
or supervised [216] algorithms. Unsupervised algorithms reduce the need for manual
data labelling, and can identify segments similar to those denoted by domain experts
[66, 41]. However, unsupervised segment identification may be less suitable for reha-
bilitation applications, where the segments of interest may be clinically defined and
may not coincide with the derived metric.
Template boundaries.
Segments can be defined based on a user-provided template. Template-based al-
gorithms include template matching [134], dynamic time warping (DTW) [82], or
classifiers [20]. Defining the primitive by a template allows for maximum flexibility,
allowing the user to define the template to suit requirements. This approach requires
preparation time to generate the templates and generally requires more computa-
tionally intensive algorithms.
Figure 3.2: The location of the segment edge region (red) and the within-primitive region
(blue), based on the segment primitive definition used (green), illustrated on a joint angle
time series. This image shows two alternate segment definitions: a segment definition with
extension and flexion combined (top), and a segment definition where extension and flexion
are considered separately (bottom).
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3.2 Data Sources
This section summarizes the main approaches for data collection and discusses feature
space dimensionality.
3.2.1 Data Collection
Common sensory systems for human motion analysis utilize motion capture systems [156,
219], ambulatory sensors such as IMUs [189, 36], or cameras [152, 240]. Other modalities
such as electroencephalogram (EEG) [97, 157] and EMG [50, 193] have been used to study
motion in kinesiology and biomechanics studies [226] but have rarely been utilized for
segmentation purposes.
Motion capture.
Motion capture systems are considered the gold standard in biomechanics research;
they rely on infrared cameras to determine the absolute positions of reflective markers
placed on the body, and can be used to calculate joint position or angle data [233, 11].
These multi-camera systems are accurate for collecting gross movement but can suffer
from marker swapping and marker occlusions [10, 77]. They tend to be expensive,
require unobstructed line-of-sight in the capture space, and are time-consuming to
set up, limiting their use to the laboratory. Examples of segmentation algorithms
applied to motion capture data include [18, 82, 140, 114, 113].
Cameras.
Video and depth cameras have found widespread usage due to their price and size.
Cameras provide light and colour intensity data, and can be used to calculate joint
angle data via pose detection [152] and skeleton tracking algorithms [202]. Similar to
the motion capture systems, cameras require clear line-of-sight which limits applica-
tions to environments where occlusions are not a concern. Segmentation algorithms
that rely on camera data include [78, 184, 19, 125].
Inertial measurement units.
IMUs, consisting of accelerometers, gyroscopes, and magnetometers, are lightweight
and inexpensive, and measure linear acceleration, angular velocity and orientation
with respect to the Earth’s magnetic field, respectively. The measured data can be
used directly for segmentation, or converted to joint angles via the Complementary
[27] or Kalman filter [139, 133]. An IMU-based measurement system makes minimal
assumptions about the deployment environment and does not require line-of-sight.
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However, IMUs suffer from integrational drift, leading to accuracy issues over time.
Magnetometers are also ineffective indoors, where metallic objects, such as steel
framing in walls, interfere with the sensors. Segmentation techniques that have been
applied to raw IMU data include [20, 47, 125, 236], while techniques utilizing post-
processed IMU data include [134].
Force plates.
Force and pressure plates measure the interaction force between an object and the
plate and are used to provide dynamic data information. Traditional force plates are
immobile, but smaller form factors, such as the Nintendo Wii Balance Board [162],
have enabled force plate measurements in a larger range of settings. These modali-
ties provide ground reaction force and centre of pressure measurements, and can be
used to calculate joint torque and dynamic parameter profiles [13]. Segmentation
algorithms that utilize this modality include [190, 231, 2].
Electromyogram.
EMG measures the electrical impulses signalling muscle contractions. EMG does
not have the same environmental limitations as camera-based systems, and does not
necessarily need to be on the limb of the joint being measured [211]. For example,
since the electrical impulses that control hand movements flow through the forearm,
forearm EMG can be used to detect hand and finger movements [175]. The EMG
sensors are placed on the forearm and not the hand, so this approach does not
impede finger movement or the performance of any hand gestures, allowing for more
natural interactions. However, EMG data collection is a function of neuronal and
tissue conductivity [225], and water and body fat introduces noise that attenuates
the EMG signal [225]. Sensor placement must be consistent between participants for
comparison studies and needs normalization to minimize inter-participant variability
[164]. Segmentation approaches based on EMG include [94, 44], but many other
works examine activity recognition using EMG as well [54, 62, 100, 239, 50, 193].
3.2.2 Manual Segment Data
Manually segmented data is required for training labels or as ground truth for algorithm
verification. Various techniques have been employed to obtain ground truth, manual seg-
ment, or labelled data. Training and testing data are used to denote the data series used
for training and testing, respectively.
Video playback.
In this approach, the ground truth is generated by having a human observer generate
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labels by observing video playback of the recorded data. The video can be collected
simultaneously with data collection [114, 18] or by playback via regeneration from
measurement data, such as animating motion capture markers [134]. An analyst
observing the video indicates when segments begin and end, thus introducing subjec-
tivity. Disadvantages of this approach are inaccuracies in the segment points caused
by the expert’s reaction speed, limitations in the viewing angle while displaying the
movement, and effort.
Annotation.
The manual segments can be generated by reviewing the collected data as a time-
series graph and annotating directly the regions that contain motions of interest [47,
125]. It takes less time to generate the manual segments than with video playback,
but this approach relies on an expert rater that can interpret the time-series data to
extract the motions of interest [33].
Proxy sensors.
Ground truth can be generated by a secondary data source. For example, gait cycles
can be segmented by locating the impact acceleration [237], when an accelerometer
determines that the lower leg posture is parallel to gravity [121], or via a gait mat
[52].
Counting primitive occurrences.
It is possible to only identify the number of primitives that occur, either by collecting
this information during data collection, or by video playback [236]. This is the fastest
method to provide ground truth but also provides no information about the temporal
segmentation accuracy of the algorithm.
3.2.3 Public Databases
Several movement databases exist for algorithm training and verification. The use of public
databases reduces the effort needed for data collection and allows different algorithms
to be compared using the same data. The following databases contain both temporal
identification labels, and movement data from multiple participants performing multiple
actions:
Brown University HMDB51 Database [112].
The HMDB51 database contains temporally segmented data of various videos avail-
able on the Internet, composing of 51 primitives with at least 100 exemplars each.
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These primitives include facial actions, full body actions, participant interactions
with objects, and multi-person interactions.
Carnegie Mellon University Multimodal Activity Database [57].
The Carnegie Mellon University (CMU) database contains temporally synchronized
video, audio, motion capture and IMU data from 26 participants cooking 5 differ-
ent recipes in a kitchen. This dataset consists of common activities of daily living
(ADL), with significant variations in how each primitive is performed. However, the
participants were heavily instrumented, which may have impeded natural motion.
Hochschule der Medien HMD05 Database [158].
The HMD05 database contains the motion capture and video data of 5 participants
performing various locomotion, object grasping, and exercise tasks. The data is
provided in long continuous sequences spanning roughly 3 hours. The data has also
been cropped into 1500 motion clips totalling 50 minutes of motion data, composing
of 10-50 exemplars for the primitives examined.
Technische Universita¨t Mu¨nchen Kitchen Dataset [210].
The Technische Universita¨t Mu¨nchen Kitchen (TUM) dataset contains video and
motion capture data of 4 participants performing kitchen tasks. The TUM dataset
aimed to provide data that contained less intra-primitive variability than the CMU
database [210].
University of Glasgow Body Movement Library [141].
The University of Glasgow library contains motion capture data of 30 participants
performing locomotion, and arm movements such as knocking and throwing with
different emulated emotions. 40 exemplars were collected from each participant. 5
repetitions of the arm movements were performed in sequence, with manual segments
provided.
University of Southern California IEMOCAP Dataset [39].
The IEMOCAP dataset contains motion capture, video, and audio data of 10 partic-
ipants during conversation, spanning over 12 hours of data. The data is segmented
to syllable level segments.
University of Tokyo Full-body Movement Dataset [114].
The University of Tokyo (UT) dataset contains video and motion capture data of
1 participant performing 49 different types of full body motions for a total of 751
segments. This dataset provides well-defined full-body movements, but only contains
data from 1 participant.
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Yale Human Grasping Dataset [34].
The Yale dataset contains video data of 4 participants performing housekeeping and
machining tasks over 27 hours of hand movement tasks.
Other movement databases do not provide temporal segmentation data: the University
of California [165, 17], the CMU Graphics Lab [43], the Technische Universita¨t Darm-
stadt [228], the Karlsruhe Institute of Technology [144, 176], and the Kungliga Tekniska
Ho¨gskolan [218]. A review of databases for computer vision can be found in [49], while
motion databases relevant for robotics can be found in [145].
3.3 Application Specific Requirements
The algorithm requirements for the specific application, such as template generalizability,
scalability, and computational effort constraints, are considered in this section.
3.3.1 Generalizability
This refers to an algorithm’s ability perform on data different from the training set. Two
types of generalizability can be considered: (1) participant variability, subdivided into
intra-2 and inter-participant variability3, and (2) inter-primitive variability.
Participant variability.
Several prior works [216, 134] have examined intra-participant and inter-participant
variability. Stochastic techniques, such as the HMM [134], model the variability
between exemplar motions inherently. Aggregator techniques have been used for ac-
tivity recognition applications [110, 12], which can reduce the impact of overfitting
from training data, but have only seen limited success in segmentation applications.
To date, few techniques successfully generalize between subjects that have very differ-
ent motion characteristics while performing the same type of motion, such as training
on healthy subjects and segmenting on rehabilitation subjects. This is a difficult task
due to the differences between the two populations [134].
2Data from the same participant but at different instances. Variability is due to effects such as random
muscle recruitment and fatigue [188].
3Data from a different set of participants not observed during training. In addition to the intra-personal
effects, variability is due to effects such as stature and physiological differences [188].
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Inter-primitive variability.
Inter-primitive variability considers the case when the training data are obtained
from one set of movement primitives, while the testing data consists of a second
set of unknown or novel primitives. Algorithms built to segment based on domain
knowledge features, such as segments that are defined via velocity characteristics [66,
237], or contact condition changes [244, 229], can be flexible against inter-primitive
variability, as they define segment edge points that share common characteristics
across all primitives of interest. To reduce the reliance on domain expertise, learning
approaches can be utilized to determine these common characteristics (Section 6).
3.3.2 Computational Effort and Causality
Another important consideration is whether the algorithm is capable of running online.
This will be influenced by the computational complexity and runtime of the algorithm.
Runtime constraints come from two sources: (1) computational effort for online oper-
ation, or (2) the algorithm is non-causal and requires the full observation sequence to be
available. The training component of many algorithms tends to be computationally expen-
sive, such as the Baum-Welch algorithm for the HMM [124, 134], or the back-propagation
method for the ANN [136]. For the observation component, DTW [184, 82] and the Viterbi
algorithm (Section 4.1.1) [216, 218, 15] are two common techniques that require a large
computational effort. However, it is difficult to assess computational effort accurately if it
is not explicitly reported, since it is a function of both algorithm design and implementation
methodology.
Non-causal algorithms can only run oﬄine as they require the full observation sequence
before algorithmic processing can begin. Examples of non-causal algorithms applied to
motion segmentation include the Viterbi algorithm [216, 218, 15], regression modelling
techniques [47], or dimensionality reduction tools [88, 214]. Although the Viterbi algorithm
is a non-causal technique, some applications run the algorithm against shorter segments
of the observation data instead of requiring the full dataset, or run a truncated version
[45, 61], allowing the Viterbi algorithm to be operated online.
Considering computational effort and causality, segmentation algorithms can be sepa-
rated into three broad categories:
Fully online approaches.
Algorithms that fall into this category may or may not consist of a training phase.
If training and template generation is required, it is computationally fast enough to
be performed online. The segmentation component is also performed online.
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Semi-online approaches.
Algorithms that fall into this category are trained oﬄine, either because the training
computational effort is expensive, or full sequences of the training data are required.
Once trained, the segmentation algorithm can be performed online.
Oﬄine approaches.
Algorithms that fall into this category may or may not consist of a training phase.
If training is required, then the training is performed oﬄine. Once trained, the
segmentation is also performed oﬄine, due to computational runtime requirements,
or causality requirements.
A related concern to computational effort is scalability. For many algorithms, the com-
putation time does not scale well with increasing feature set dimensionality or the number
of templates in the motion library. Data streams used for full-body human modelling can
consist of 20-30 DOFs [171]. Algorithms that iterate or rely on dynamic programming,
such as HMM or ANN, can become computationally intractable when the feature space is
too large, or if there are too many motion types.
3.4 Algorithms Taxonomy
The method for performing the segmentation can be designed after the various constraints
in the previous sections have been considered. This section examines different components
of the segmentation algorithm, such as any pre-processing or feature space transformations,
as well as key algorithm design criteria, such as windowing and algorithm supervision
(Figure 3.3). The detailed description of the related work including the description of
online, semi-online, and oﬄine approaches can be found in Chapter 4.
3.4.1 Pre-processing
Filtering and Outlier Rejection
Pre-processing of the data is often required to remove sensor noise, due to varying sensor
characteristics and limitations in the digitization process [226]. A common procedure is to
pre-process the observation data with a properly tuned low-pass [19, 218, 134, 125, 12], or
median [218, 12] filter to remove high-frequency noise. High-pass [12] filters have also been
employed to reduce the impact of drift. Low-pass filters with a cutoff frequency (fc) of
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Figure 3.3: Overview of the segmentation mechanics.
0.1-4.0 Hz [12, 236, 134, 237] have been applied to IMU and joint angle data. Fast moving
signals may require low-pass filters up to the 4th order and a fc of 6.0 Hz to sufficiently
remove noise [226]. For high-pass filters, filters with a fc of 0.1 Hz have also been applied
to accelerometer data [12]. Normalization of the data [137, 19] may also be necessary.
Feature Space
The feature space to be used by the segmentation algorithm is dependent on the type of
data available from the data collection phase. The measurement data can be processed to
extract proxy features or statistics, or projected into some latent space, to allow for easier
processing when compared to the original observation space.
Different feature space manipulation techniques have been used for these purposes,
but generally fall into four categories: (1) no transformation, (2) transformation without
dimensionality reduction, (3) transformation with dimensionality reduction, and (4) kernel
methods. These methods can be characterized based on the resultant DOFs and the
complexity of the mapping algorithm (Figure 3.4).
No transformation.
The segmentation is performed directly on the input space. Techniques that use
this approach typically rely on data directly from sensors, such as accelerometer
signals [236]. This technique requires no pre-processing but can suffer from scaling
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Figure 3.4: Feature space mapping can be conceptualized as a two dimensional space of
dimensionality and computational complexity. The origin denotes the original number of
DOFs with no transformation (green, ∅). Transformation methods without dimensionality
reduction (blue, δq/δt), methods with dimensionality reduction (purple, UΣW T ), and
kernel methods (yellow, 〈ϕ(x), ϕ(x′)〉) require increasing computational complexity.
issues, as it is difficult to perform segmentation on high dimensional data due to high
computational cost and the existence of correlated and uninformative dimensions.
Transformation without dimensionality reduction.
A transformation of the original features is used as the new representative feature
space. The representation retains approximately the same dimensionality as the orig-
inal feature space. Common techniques include differentiation [66], or the calculation
of joint angle data from motion capture [114] and IMUs [133]. Statistical and spectral
features, such as mean, or entropy, can be extracted from the data.
Transformation with dimensionality reduction.
The observation data are mapped to a lower dimensional space where segmentation
may be easier to perform. This can be achieved using dimensionality reduction tools
like PCA [19], feature selection [134], coefficients of frequency transforms [29, 236],
or distance metrics [157].
Transformation with dimensionality increase.
Kernel methods map data to an implicit higher-dimensional feature space [45, 61] via
the kernel trick, where the higher dimension is obtained by taking the inner product
between all pairs of data in the feature space. This is computationally cheaper than
explicitly determining the higher dimensional coordinate space. This is common in
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algorithms that employ SVM [35], to generate a higher dimensional space where the
data are better separable. Higher-dimensional embedding [105, 114] is also a way to
increase the dimensionality.
Windowing
Rather than considering raw measured data, some algorithms instead use summary statis-
tics computed over windows of measured data. The two main variables for windowing
are the size of window, and the amount of overlap between adjacent windows. Fixed win-
dow algorithms use a sliding fixed-length window, while variable length window algorithms
employ windows that change their length dynamically to fit the incoming data. Fixed
window algorithm performance tends to be sensitive to window length and the amount
of overlap between subsequent windows [104, 105]. Overlap between the current window
and the subsequent window ranges from 0-50% [7, 134, 12]. A special case of the fixed
window approach is a window with the length of one data point [177, 66]. Variable length
window algorithms tend to be more computationally expensive as additional computa-
tion is required to determine window size. However, the window size is more targeted to
the underlying movement which potentially improves the segmentation quality. Typically,
variable length windows do not overlap with each other [134, 20].
A Priori Knowledge Requirements
The need for labelled data, and the amount of effort required to generate such labels,
separates segmentation algorithms into three distinct groupings:
Unsupervised.
No labelled data are provided to the algorithm and no pre-trained models are gener-
ated a priori [114, 125]. Unsupervised approaches tend to identify the segment edge
points directly by relying on domain knowledge [66] or changes in features [104].
They tend to be computationally faster than supervised algorithms.
Supervised.
Labelled data are provided a priori to the algorithm, leading to supervised model
training [134, 47]. The key characteristics that describe a segment are determined
automatically by the algorithm based on the training data.
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Adaptive.
Adaptive solutions update the model online as new data are observed, which allows
existing models to be contextualized to the observation data, and potentially increas-
ing segmentation accuracy. Two possible methods to achieve adaptive modelling are:
(1) template modification, where an existing primitive model is modified by new ob-
servation data [114], and (2) template insertion, where new templates are created
from the observations and added to the primitive library [114].
3.5 Verification
Verification techniques are used to determine how well an algorithm performs on a given
dataset compared to ground truth. The selection of the verification technique can highlight
or obscure the strengths and weaknesses of an algorithm. In the following, it is assumed
that ground truth data consists of manual segment edge points provided by the expert
rater (Section 3.2.2), while the algorithm being evaluated generates algorithmic segment
edge points.
An algorithmic segment edge point is labelled as a true positive (TP) if it corresponds
to a manual segment edge point or false positive (FP) otherwise, whereas the absence
of an algorithmic segment edge point can be labelled as a true negative (TN) or false
negative (FN), if a manual segment edge point is present or absent, respectively, at the
corresponding algorithmic segment edge point. This general scheme conforms to common
statistical measures of performance, but in some of the assessment schemes, for example,
when comparing point pairs, the TN set would result in an empty set. Alternative assess-
ment metrics, such as ones based on shape similarity between templates and observations,
may exist, but have not been used for segmentation. In the following, Acc is used to de-
note the different scores used to represent accuracy. V er is used to denote the verification
methods used to calculate the algorithm accuracy.
Two common accuracy metrics, precision (Accprecision) and recall (Accrecall) can be
computed from the comparison of the algorithmic and manual segmentation labels. Of the
labels declared by the algorithm, precision reports the percentage of points that received
the correct label. Recall computes the ratio of correct labels to the total number of labels.
These two scores can be aggregated together into the F1 (AccF1) score. These metrics are
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formulated as follows:
Accprecision =
TP
TP + FP
(3.1)
Accrecall =
TP
TP + FN
(3.2)
AccF1 =
2 · TP
2 · TP + FN + FP (3.3)
The balanced accuracy is also utilized in the literature. This metric serves as a mea-
sure that aggregates both sensitivity and specificity and limits inflated accuracy scores in
imbalanced dataset cases:
Accbal =
1
2
· TP
TP + FN
+
1
2
· TN
TN + FP
The normalized mutual information (AccNMI) has also seen use in the literature. This
metric is a measure of the mutual dependence between two variables using their marginal
H(x) and joint H(x, y) entropies, and has been used to compare the algorithmic segment
accuracies against the manual ground truth. In this metric, 0 indicates independence,
while 1 corresponds to full dependence:
AccNMI =
H(x, y)
(H(x)H(y))
1
2
In addition to these metrics, the allocation of data between training and testing is
important. The process of training on one set of data and testing on another set of data is
called k -fold cross-validation, where the dataset is divided into k folds, and one fold is used
to validate, while k-1 folds are used to train. In cases where the dataset cannot be easily
divided, or there are insufficient samples, leave-one-out cross-validation is employed, where
only one sample is used for validation, and the rest are used for training. This technique
can be applied to validate the inter-participant variability, where one participant is left out
of the training set in leave-one-participant-out (LOPO) validation. It can also be used in
leave-one-motion-out (LOMO) validation, where one type of motion primitive is excluded
from the training set.
The accuracy of an algorithm can be measured by temporal tolerance or by classification
by data point labels.
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3.5.1 Temporal Tolerance
One approach to assess algorithmic segment edge points is to declare TPs when they are
temporally close to existing manual segments. An algorithmic segmentation point is de-
clared correct if it falls within ±terr of a manual segment edge point. A FP error is declared
if an algorithmic segment edge point was identified when there is not a corresponding man-
ual segmentation point within the ±terr region. A FN error is declared if a segment edge
point was not found algorithmically for a manually identified segment edge point within
the ±terr region. Alternatively, a distance-based metric can be utilized, where a score of
1 is assigned if a manual segment coincides perfectly with an algorithmic segment and de-
creases towards 0 as the algorithmic segment approaches ±terr [117]. An inverted version
can also be defined where the algorithmic segment edge point is deemed correct if a manual
segment edge point falls within ±terr of it [18].
This verification method is typically used by segmentation algorithms that search for
the entire primitive at once or otherwise determine the segment boundaries in a direct
fashion and assess the accuracy of the segment boundaries [114, 134] (Figure 3.5).
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Figure 3.5: An example of the temporal tolerance approach, where the dotted line denotes
a manual segment edge point and the yellow region is error tolerance (±terr). The green (X)
algorithmic segment edge points are declared correct and the red (O) is declared incorrect.
This algorithm is declared to have an Accprecision of 50%.
This method is sensitive to the selection of terr. terr ranges widely and should be
considered in relation to the length of expected primitives. Authors have used terr from
0.2-1.0 s [114, 134, 238]. This method will be denoted as V ertemporal.
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3.5.2 Classification by Data Point Labels
Instead of only declaring algorithmic segment edge points when they occur, all data points
can be assigned a label and compared against ground truth.
This method is less stringent than the temporal tolerance approach. Incorrect segment
edge points do not heavily influence the results since there are many more within-segment
data points available to smooth out poor segment boundaries (Figure 3.6). Note that, even
though this result looks similar to Figure 3.5 in that the resultant segment bounds are in
the same place, the accuracy is higher using this verification method, because of how the
accuracy is being reported. Although FPs are penalized more lightly, FNs are penalized
more heavily. If a segment is completely missed, 3 FNs would be counted in this example,
as compared to only 1 FN for the temporal tolerance scheme.
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Figure 3.6: An example of the classification by data point labels approach, where the dotted
line denotes a manual segment edge point and the yellow region is the correct region for
the primitive under examination. Of the 43 labels, 40 are declared correct (green X) and
3 are declared incorrect (red O). This algorithm is declared to have an Accprecision of 93%.
This verification method has been used by segmentation algorithms that label each
timestep as a given label and segment when the label changes from one primitive to another
[138]. Usually, this is done by assessing windowed data rather than individual points. This
method treats time-series segmentation as a classification problem as each data window is
assigned a label. AccClass is defined as the number of data windows with the correct label
when compared to the ground truth. In these cases, segmentation and label accuracy are
the same. This method will be denoted as V erlabels.
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3.6 Summary
Considering applications such as human movement analysis for rehabilitation or imitation
learning for robotics, algorithms that detect the start and end points of movement primi-
tives with high temporal accuracy are required. Movement primitive segmentation enables
learning detailed motion models for analysis of motion performance and robotic motion
imitation.
The proposed framework provides a structure and a systematic approach for design-
ing and comparing different segmentation and identification algorithms. This framework
outlines key points of consideration for the segment definition, data collection, applica-
tion specific requirements, segmentation and identification mechanisms, and verification
schemes. The analyzed algorithms can be separated into online, semi-online and oﬄine
approaches, and will be detailed in the next Chapter.
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Chapter 4
Related Work
This section aims to survey time-series segmentation, and assess the applicability of these
algorithms to human motion segmentation1. Algorithms are classified based on the frame-
work developed in Chapter 3, separating online, semi-online and oﬄine approaches.
In the event that a given algorithm has multiple components, the algorithm will be
classified based on the components that are used directly for segmentation. For example,
an algorithm that identifies segment points by using an unsupervised technique such as
thresholding, then subsequently uses a supervised technique such as HMMs for labelling,
is considered an unsupervised technique for the purposes of segmentation.
4.1 Online Segmentation Approaches
Online algorithms refer to methods that train and segment in an online fashion. These ap-
proaches tend to be computationally light, and do not require the full observation sequence
to be available before performing segmentation.
4.1.1 Segment Point Modelling
Algorithms in this class are designed to identify segment points, as opposed to recognizing
the motion being performed. They tend to be simple, but some prior knowledge of the
1A version of this chapter has been published in the IEEE Transactions on Human-Machine Systems
[132].
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nature of the motion is required. These algorithms do not require template training, and
thus are considered unsupervised.
Thresholding on Feature Vectors
Many algorithms declare a segment point when observed features cross a threshold. This
method of segment point declaration is simple when only small feature sets are examined.
It becomes more difficult with larger feature sets as it becomes more difficult to determine
which feature subset to threshold on. A common method of segmentation by thresholding
is segmentation by zero crossings [177, 66, 126]. Local maxima and minima can also
be thought of as an instance of zero-crossings, since local maxima in one dimension are
crossings in the derivative of that dimension.
Many motion-based segmentation algorithms rely on velocity-based features. These
methods assume that a change in body link direction denotes a natural segment point.
These direction changes are accompanied by local turning points in the joint angle space,
resulting in zero-velocity crossings (ZVC). Pomplun and Mataric´ [177] apply the ZVC
concept to motion segmentation to study the effects of rehearsal in motion imitation in
humans. The algorithm assumes that motions have clear velocity-crossings to denote the
start/end points. To reduce over-segmentation, minimum segment time lengths are en-
forced. Fod et al. [66] segment when the sum of all velocities is lower than some threshold.
Lieberman and Breazeal [126] replace the static threshold for ZVCs with a dynamic one,
which allows the algorithm to adjust to mean velocity changes and to movements that do
not cross zero in joint space.
The velocity crossings concept has been applied in other motion-based applications
[41, 74]. Other feature crossings examined include joint acceleration [74, 187], linear accel-
eration [236], and angular jerk [232]. For movement data, these crossings represent turning
points in the movement, and thus serve as a logical segment point.
Despite their popularity, thresholds and zero-crossing approaches suffer from a number
of shortfalls. They have a tendency to over-segment, particularly with noisy data or with
an increasing number of DOFs [66]. It is difficult to determine which crossing points are
actual segment points, or spurious crossings. The threshold value requires tuning, which
becomes more difficult as the number of DOFs increases. Additional algorithms such
as HMMs [41, 19] or stochastic context-free grammar (SCFG) [232, 74] must be used to
provide movement labels following segmentation. Lastly, using thresholds assumes that
primitives have well-defined thresholds and crossings in the input space.
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Thresholding on Distance Metrics
Derived metrics can be used to denote the degree of separation or difference between two
sets of data. When the derived metric reports a value above some threshold between two
sequential windows of data, or between a window of data and a template, a segment is
declared. Common metrics are the Euclidean distance [157, 75], Mahalanobis distance [18],
calculated by normalizing the Euclidean distance by the signal variance, and the Kullback-
Leibler (KL) divergence [105, 114], a measure of the difference between two probability
distributions. Other distance metrics can be employed, including the generalized likelihood
ratio (GLR) [19], and signal variance [104, 105].
Changing contact conditions, which can be considered as a specific case of Euclidean
distance or velocity-based segmentation, are also common. These methods include seg-
menting by surface distance [222] and spatial relation [4] of objects to each other, velocity
of body link when contact is occuring [142, 143, 28], and the type of object manipulation
task performed [244, 229].
Vo¨gele et al. [220] segment by creating a self-similarity matrix, where the distance
between the current frame and future frames is calculated. The main diagonal of this
matrix is removed, since a given frame will always be the most similar to itself. Segments
are declared by finding isolated regions, suggesting that the movement in one region is very
different from the next. Similar activities can be clustered for identification.
Bashir et al. [19] apply the GLR [8] as a distance metric for curvature data segmenta-
tion. The GLR is a statistical test used for hypothesis testing. The null hypothesis is that
two different segments were generated from the same model. If the ratio is above some
threshold, then the null hypothesis is rejected, and thus a segment should be declared.
This method has been applied to ADL accelerometer data [29].
Mandery et al. [142] declared segments based on contact to determine different support
poses with the floor and environmental elements in gait and object interaction tasks. If an
environmental element is closer than a given threshold to the feet, hands, knee, or elbow,
and has low velocity for a given length of time, a segment is declared.
Using signal variance as a distance metric is also a common technique. When a feature
set suddenly exhibits a large change and the variance becomes very high, it indicates that
the underlying motion may have changed to another motion; thus a segment point should
be declared. Using variance for movement data segmentation was first proposed by Koenig
and Mataric´ [104].
Instead of calculating the variance directly, different representations of the signal vari-
ance can be used. Barbicˇ et al. [18] apply PCA to a window of the observation data
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and retain the top r PCs. They apply this truncated PCA transformation matrix to the
subsequent frames of the observation data. The reconstruction error between the pre-
transformed data and the post-transformed data is calculated. If the underlying motion
changed at time t, the PCA-projected data will differ from the pre-transformed data, caus-
ing a spike in the reconstruction error at time t when compared to the error at previous
timesteps, and a segment is declared. However, this method is sensitive to the r and error
threshold used.
Another alternative to calculating the variance directly is to segment based on changes
exhibited by a signal’s probability density function (PDF), typically via the HMM and the
Viterbi algorithm. The HMM [183] is a modelling technique where the movement data
is represented by a stochastic dynamic model. The motion is represented by an evolving
unobservable state that obeys the Markov property. Given an HMM, the Viterbi algorithm
finds the best state sequence for a given observation sequence.
Kohlmorgen and Lemm [105] use the HMM and an online version of the Viterbi algo-
rithm [183] to perform segmentation. A sliding window is used to calculate the PDF of
the windowed data. The PDFs are used to train a HMM. The online Viterbi algorithm is
applied to determine the state transitions of the HMM, thus producing segment bounds for
a given observation set. This algorithm has been applied to human joint angle data [87].
Kulic´ et al. [114] extended Kohlmorgen and Lemm’s algorithm [105] by clustering previ-
ously segmented sequences to generate new templates in real-time. Once a new primitive
has been identified, the primitive is modelled as a HMM. The novelty of the primitive is
determined by its KL distance from existing HMMs. Novel primitives are added into the
movement library, whereas non-novel observations are clustered into existing HMMs. A
hierarchical HMM can also be employed, where a higher-level HMM contains each primi-
tive as a state to determine the transition between primitive types [113]. This method has
also been applied to IMU data [9].
Distance metrics allow segmentation to be performed on a wider range of feature vectors
and do not require a priori knowledge. Using variance as a distance metric allows these
particular algorithms to scale to higher DOFs. Distance-based segmentation shares many
of the same weaknesses as the direct feature thresholding approaches. They do not have
mechanisms to reject false segments and do not provide segment labels. Tuning is required
to determine threshold values [203, 238, 174, 18, 104, 120, 125], or the algorithm is sensitive
to the width of the sliding window, or cost function.
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4.1.2 Regression
The algorithms examined in Section 4.1.1 model the segment point explicitly. Online
regression approaches consider a different conceptual model by modelling the primitive
itself.
Keogh et al. [96] assume that the observation data can be described by piecewise
linear fitting. A large sliding window, sufficient to fit 5-6 segments, is used to window
the observation data. This sliding window is divided into small sub-windows and separate
linear regression models are calculated from the start of the sliding window to the end of
each of the sub-windows. The error for each sub-window is defined as the error between
the regression line and the underlying data with a cost function that penalizes long sub-
windows, to keep each segment small. The window edge that results in a model with the
smallest error that exceeds a defined error threshold is declared a segment. The sliding
window is advanced to the end of this segment and this process is repeated. Keogh’s
algorithm [96] has been applied to segment for gesture recognition, with an HMM for
motion identification [7].
Lu and Ferrier [137] use an auto-regressive (AR) model to represent the data over a two-
timestep sliding window. When the model from the previous window to the current one
is sufficiently different, which is determined by the Frobenius norm, a segment is declared.
To reduce over-segmentation, segment points that are close together are removed.
The regression algorithms described above are suitable for segmenting both repetitions
of the same primitive, as well as separating different motion primitives. However, these
algorithms are very sensitive to parameter tuning, such as the cost function or window
size [96]. The resultant regression functions can overfit and do not generate high quality
segments. Similar to variance-based approaches, these algorithms do not include methods
to reject trivial motions such as tremors and other noise.
4.2 Semi-online Segmentation Approaches
Semi-online approaches encompass methods that require an oﬄine training component but
can segment online following the training phase.
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4.2.1 Template Matching
Performing segmentation on a single feature’s zero-crossings or threshold levels as proposed
in Fod et al. [66] is often too simplistic and leads to over-segmentation. A sequence of such
features can be used as patterns to identify in the observation data. Requiring a sequence
of feature thresholds to be matched in a specific pattern reduces over-segmentation in
comparison to single threshold approaches.
Kang and Ikeuchi [93] use curve fitting to the volume swept out by a polygon formed
by fingertip Cartesian coordinates and hand velocity thresholds to segment grasping tasks.
Lin and Kulic´ [134] propose using sequences of velocity and acceleration crossing points
to coarsely locate segment points. HMMs are employed in a fine-tuning step to further
reduce over-segmentation. Feature sequence templates and the HMM templates are trained
a priori from labelled data. Zhang et al. [237] use sequences of velocity features to denote
heel strikes during gait.
Ormoneit et al. [167] examine the signal-to-noise (SNR) ratio of the observation data
where the signal is denoted as data amplitude and the noise is the variance. The SNR is
used to determine the optimal window for segment searching, and this window length is
used to perform curve fitting to pre-made templates.
Feature matching may be able to handle small movement variability but may not gener-
alize sufficiently to large inter-personal variabilities. For example, when healthy templates
are used to segment patient templates, the performance is noticeably worse, suggesting
generalizability issues [134].
4.2.2 Segmentation by Classification
In many of the algorithms examined so far, a segment bound is declared when the signal
passes a threshold, either considering the signal directly, or some distance metric computed
from the signal. A separate labelling algorithm is required to classify the motion segments
found between each pair of identified segment points. An alternative approach is to label
the observation data based on the patterns in the observation vectors, thus transforming
the time-series segmentation problem to a multi-class classification problem. This method
can be performed by employing sliding windows and pre-trained classifiers [85] and is
commonly used in activity recognition contexts [12, 110, 147, 119, 76] where each data
point is labelled as a primitive type by the classifier. It has also been applied for primitive
segmentation [20, 241].
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Berlin and van Laerhoven [20] monitor psychiatric patients using accelerometers on a
wrist watch and apply piecewise linear approximation [96]. The slope of the linear segments
is converted to angles and binned. The degree of discretization was determined a priori,
via tuning. Symbols are assigned to sequential pairs of bins, creating motifs. The motifs
are generated by inserting training data into a suffix tree, and common chains are used
as the motif templates. Segmentation and identification are performed simultaneously by
using a bag-of-words classifier.
Zhao et al. [241] cluster n-DOF manually segmented data together to create a template
dictionary. Each dictionary entry only contains one DOF from the data, resulting in n
times more models but less overall computational cost. A time-warping distance feature
set is calculated between the training data and each entry in the template dictionary
that corresponds to the correct DOF. This feature set is used to train a linear classifier.
Observed data are segmented by determining the optimal window via DTW, converted
into the distance features, and labelled via the linear classifier.
Classifier approaches reduce the need for domain expertise but are poor at handling
temporal variability.
4.2.3 Online Supervised Viterbi
The algorithms described here modify the traditional oﬄine Viterbi algorithm so that it
can be operated online, assuming that the model has been trained a priori. This approach
has been applied to segment human joint angle data as the human guides a robotic arm
through a pre-determined trajectory [124, 109].
Castellani et al. [45] use pre-trained SVMs to classify sub-tasks during robotic tele-
operation tasks. A one-vs-all SVM is used to classify each subtask, which form the HMM
states. The SVM hyperplane is translated into a sigmoid function and used as the HMM
state emission probability. An online Viterbi algorithm is used to segment the whole data
sequence. A ‘peg in hole’ telerobotic task was used to verify the segmentation accuracy,
which consists of several smaller sub-tasks. The state transitions, denoting the change
from one sub-task to another, are defined as the segment points. Ekvall et al. [61] apply
this method to other telerobotic tasks.
Hong et al. [78] use the finite state machine (FSM), a deterministic version of the HMM,
for video data segmentation. The training data are represented by spatial Gaussians. The
number of Gaussians is calculated by dynamic k -means without the temporal data and is
done oﬄine. Once the spatial information is segmented, the temporal data are included in
the training of the FSM. One FSM is trained for each gesture. When a new observation
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vector arrives, each FSM decides if the state should be advanced, based on spatial and
temporal distances between the observation and the FSM state model. When an FSM
reaches the final state, a segment is declared. The approach is verified using a ‘Simon
Says’ system, where the program requests the user to perform a given a task, and the
program verifies that the task is performed correctly.
The online Viterbi approach enables online application, but can provide different results
than the standard Viterbi algorithm. Ignoring the back propagation component means that
the online Viterbi algorithm does not have the full data set to calculate its likelihood values,
only the data up to the current timestep, and can result in the algorithm suggesting an
incorrect segment, when the standard Viterbi performs optimally, as demonstrated in [45].
4.2.4 Other Stochastic Methods
The Kalman filter has been applied for segmentation purposes. Meier et al. [149] con-
structed multiple dynamical movement primitive (DMP) templates for segmentation. The
algorithm assumes that the start of the observation is the start of the first segment, so
the segmentation task is to find the end of the movement primitive. It does so using the
pre-trained DMPs and uses the Kalman filter to estimate the segment length (τi) and
posture of the observed segment. The observed segment is identified by an expectation-
maximization (EM) procedure that is used in the Kalman filter. Once the elapsed time
(tcurr) exceeds τi, the end of the segment is assumed to be found. The segment is declared,
and the algorithm restarts again at t = tcurr.
4.3 Oﬄine Supervised Segmentation Approaches
Oﬄine methods refer to techniques that perform both training and testing oﬄine. These
algorithms, such as the Viterbi algorithm, require the full observation sequence to be
available before segmentation. Other algorithms, such as boosted HMMs [140], are too
computationally expensive to run online.
4.3.1 Dynamic Time Warping
A major challenge of segmentation is the temporal and spatial variations between the
template and the observation. DTW [192] overcomes the temporal variations between
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motion data sequences by selectively warping the time vector to minimize the spatial error
between the observation data and the movement template. DTW has been applied to
segment Cartesian gesture data [184], full-body exercise data [217], as well as EEG data
[97].
Ilg et al. [82] employ DTW in a multi-tier fashion. The observation signal is down-
sampled by removing all data points that are not at a ZVC. The downsampled points are
used to warp to downsampled versions of templates. The sum of spatial error is minimized
between the observation and the template to ensure alignment, allowing for segmentation
and identification to be performed simultaneously.
DTW-based algorithms are computationally expensive at higher dimensionalities, pre-
venting them from being utilized online. Poor warping can also lead to singularity issues,
where large portions of the motion are warped to small portions of the template. The
severity of the singularity issue can be mitigated by constraining the warping path [192],
or using the derivative of the data instead of the Euclidean distance [97].
4.3.2 Viterbi Algorithm
The Viterbi algorithm overcomes temporal and spatial variations by using an HMM to
model each motion template, thus explicitly modelling these variances by the HMM obser-
vation variances, and the state transition matrix. The Viterbi algorithm has been used to
segment movement data in different applications, such as joint angle data for tele-operative
surgeries [216], hand gesture Cartesian data [122], ground reaction force from shoe inserts
[190], and joint angle and tactile data for hand grips [21].
Ganapathiraju et al. [71] and Vicente et al. [218] both use SVM and HMM hybrids in
a similar fashion. The training data are used to train SVMs, and the SVM is used to label
windows of data. The SVM label sequences are used as the feature vectors for the HMM,
and the primitive sequences are represented by the HMM state evolution. The Viterbi
algorithm is then employed to determine the segment points.
In computational linguistics, a commonly used technique is the n-gram model, a n-1
ordered Markov model [208]. Ivanov and Bobick [84] combine the n-gram model with
the stochastic context free grammar (SCFG), starting from the current position of the
observation data and hypothesizing the possible continuations of the input by tracing down
branches on the SCFG tree. The observation input is then compared against expected
states and a likelihood of state advancement is generated. When a grammar branch is
exhausted, a primitive may have been completed, and the Viterbi algorithm denotes the
state path taken and thus the segmentation result.
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Baby and Kru¨ger [15] apply HMM merging to improve Viterbi performance. Given an
existing HMM template λM , new observation data are formulated into a new HMM λc,
and merged into λM by merging similar states between λc and λM. If there are states in
λc that do not have a corresponding state in λM, these states are inserted as new states
into λM. Once all the observation data are merged into the λM, the Viterbi algorithm
is used to trace through the motions, and common paths are removed from the Viterbi
paths via the longest common substrings method until no common paths exist between
any components. Each of these components becomes a primitive; segments are detected
on switches between components. This approach was applied to human interactions with
objects from the object’s point of view [16].
Chamroukhi et al. [47] segment movement data employing multiple regression models
and segmenting on model switch. The observation data are represented by a regression
model, yi = βziti+i, where the regression coefficient βzi is a function of the logistic hidden
state zi. zi controls the switching from one activity to another, for k different activities.
That is, the regression model describes a different motion according to the state of zi, while
the logistic model captures the higher level stochastic dynamics of the transitions between
motions. When the state of zi changes, a segment point is declared. The parameters of
the regression models and z are trained by the EM algorithm. The segments are produced
by estimating zi at each yi in a similar fashion to the Viterbi algorithm.
Although the usage of the Viterbi algorithm is widespread, it suffers from several key
issues. It is expensive to use, and requires the full observation sequence to be available.
The Baum-Welch and the Viterbi algorithm are also local optimizations, so the solutions
provided may not be globally optimal. For the HMM, the modelled data are assumed to be
Gaussian, which does not hold for human movement in general [161]. Tuning is required
to find the suitable number of states to represent the model and to prevent overfitting.
4.3.3 Gaussian Mixture Models
Gaussian mixture models (GMMs) are parametric PDFs represented as the weighted sum
of Gaussians. For segmentation, the boundaries between each Gaussian are used to denote
the segments. The number of Gaussians needed for the GMM is typically determined a
priori [18]. GMMs have been used to segment exercise data [18], and for imitation learning
[123].
Like the HMM, GMM modelling assumes that the modelled data are Gaussian, or near
Gaussian in nature. The number of Gaussians needed to model the data requires some
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degree of tuning; the Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC) can be used to assist the tuning
effort [123].
4.3.4 Forward/Backward Algorithm
This algorithm is a technique for determining the likelihood that a given sequence of
observation data is generated from a given HMM [183] and is typically used for primitive
identification. However, it has also been applied to primitive segmentation.
Wilson and Bobick [224] utilize pre-trained parametric HMMs of hand pointing ges-
tures. A fixed-length sliding window is used on the observation data, and the EM algorithm
is used to estimate the parameters of the parametric HMM over the windowed data. The
corresponding likelihood value is determined by the forward/backward algorithm. Win-
dows that result in a high likelihood are declared segments.
Lv and Nevatia [140] use HMM templates as classifiers in an AdaBoost algorithm.
The observation data are split into two windows, with the first window starting at some
minimum length lmin, and increasing at each iteration. The two windows are run through
the AdaBoost classifiers, and the window length that results in the highest likelihood is
selected, forming a segment at lmaxLL. The algorithm is run multiple times, with the
starting point of the first window advancing to the end of the previous segment at each
run.
Both of these methods incur a large computational cost for both training and segment-
ing and cannot be used online.
4.4 Oﬄine Unsupervised Segmentation Approaches
Oﬄine unsupervised methods are techniques that do not require labelled data to be pro-
vided a priori, but the algorithms either require the full dataset to be available or have
large computational costs.
An approach that belongs to this category assumes that the observed data evolves
according to an underlying deterministic model that has been contaminated with time
warping and additive noise. Probabilistic methods can be used to approximate both the
parameters of the underlying model and find the segmentation locations. Chiappa and
Peters [51] estimate the underlying model, warping terms and noise model via EM. This
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approach requires the full sequence for action fitting, making it unsuitable for online ap-
plications.
Zhou et al. [242] use an extension of DTW to produce similarity measures between two
temporally aligned segments. Given an initial set of segments, this measure is used in a
kernel k -means framework to determine segment cluster centres and to assign each segment
to a cluster. For each segment, a search is used to determine the segment boundaries that
would result in minimal distance between the segment and its cluster centre. These two
steps are repeated to iteratively converge to a solution.
Lan and Sun [117] model motion data as a written document with unknown topics
(the motion), composed from a vocabulary of words (key poses). Hierarchical clustering is
used to extract key poses, then all data frames are discretized to these key poses. Latent
Dirichlet allocation, a topic discovery generative modelling technique, is used to group the
key poses into motion primitives. A sliding window is used to calculate between-window
topical similarity, and a segment is declared using a threshold. Newly observed key poses
and primitives can be incorporated to update the model.
Fox et al. [69] examine multiple sets of time series data simultaneously to extract global
movement characteristics over all movements. Individual time series are assumed to exhibit
only a subset of these characteristics, over certain lengths of time. These characteristics
and behaviours are modelled as autoregressive HMMs (AR-HMMs), trained by a Markov
Chain Monte Carlo process, and can be thought of as features of the movement. Features
that describe a given time-series data are selected via a beta process model. Segments are
declared when the time series shift from one AR-HMM to another, signifying a shift in the
underlying movement.
Wa¨chter et al. [221] propose a segmentation method that divides the trajectory when
the Euclidean distance between two objects is below a threshold as a coarse segmentation
method. Once segmented, a hierarchical approach is employed, where a metric calculated
from jerk normalized by its peak-to-peak acceleration amplitude is proposed. Between
each existing segment point, a candidate segment point is inserted. The metric value of
the window to the left and the right of the candidate is calculated as the score of that
candidate point. The candidate point is then incremented in time. The candidate point
with the highest score is declared as a segment. This approach is repeated with all pairs
of segment points recursively while enforcing segment length and score thresholds. This
method serves as a way to capture both segment edge point characteristics, as well as avoid
the need for pre-determined segmentation templates.
Murali et al. [159] perform segmentation on video as outputs from neural networks,
as well as kinematic features, over several stages. The video features are dimensionally
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reduced, and augmented with the kinematic features. The augmented features are then
coarsely segmented via GMM clustering [111]. These segments are then refined by cluster-
ing with different subsets of the features, as well as time. Different trajectories of a given
primitive are then examined to see if the segment point candidates appear in the same
location over several different trajectories.
Although most distance and threshold-based algorithms are computationally light enough
to be computed online, some approaches employing computationally expensive derived fea-
tures can require oﬄine implementation. Isomap, a dimensionality reduction technique,
has been combined with thresholding on Cartesian maxima [88, 89] and joint angle crossing
points [214] to segment.
4.5 Validated Algorithms
A majority of the approaches examined do not report their verification methods or scores,
report only the identification accuracy instead of the segmentation accuracy, or do not
provide a complete set of validation parameters, making it difficult to compare between
methods. Methods that reported some form of validation results are summarized in Tables
A.1, A.2 and A.3.
For online approaches, the highest temporal accuracy was reported by Barbicˇ et al.
[18], with an AccF1 of 93%. This paper segments by calculating the Mahalanobis distance
between a window of data against subsequent windows, and thresholds on distance peaks.
The distance metrics scale well to higher dimensions as the segmentation focuses on a single
feature and is lightweight to use. This method successfully separated action sequences
consisting of 7 different primitives, but is sensitive to the tuning parameters, such as the
window length and the threshold. The primitives examined consist of highly different
full-body movements, such as jumping, walking, kicking, or punching, which proved to be
dissimilar enough for the distance metric, but may be difficult to generalize to primitives
that are very similar to each other, or primitives that are not very correlated [18].
For semi-online approaches, the highest temporal accuracy was reported by Lin and
Kulic´ [134], with an AccF1 of 85%. They applied a two-tier algorithm where pre-trained
velocity peak and crossing templates provide a set of segment candidates from the obser-
vation data. The candidates are passed into HMMs where the forward algorithm is used
to verify the segments. They tested with both individualized velocity/HMM templates,
as well as generalized templates. HMM-based methods scale well to higher dimensions
but require long training times, which need to be completed a priori. However, velocity
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features rely on relatively simple primitive types, and may not scale well to complex or
unsteady movements [134].
For oﬄine approaches, none of the examined algorithms reported temporal segment ac-
curacy. The highest reported label identification accuracy was reported by Chamroukhi et
al. [47], with an Accclass of 90%. They modelled the observation data as a set of regression
models and switched between the models via a Viterbi-like algorithm. This method was
applied to various postures and ADL. The Viterbi algorithm shows high accuracy, scales
well to higher dimensions, but requires both training and testing to be carried out oﬄine,
which needs to be completed a priori.
4.6 Outstanding Problems
While many approaches have been proposed for motion primitive segmentation, active
areas of research remain.
4.6.1 Algorithm Verification and Public Databases
The majority of the algorithms examined do not explicitly report segmentation accuracy,
in part due to the difficulties of obtaining labelled data. Testing algorithms with publicly
available datasets with labelled data is recommended as that would provide both a common
ground to compare different algorithms, as well as reduce the amount of post-processing
work that researchers must do to carry out algorithm verification.
Currently available databases (Section 3.2.3) tend to focus on healthy populations,
omitting populations which may have significantly different movements. These alternative
populations would provide a wider spectrum of data for inter-participant testing and are
particularly important for rehabilitation applications.
4.6.2 Inter-participant Generalizability
Inter-participant generalizability remains an outstanding problem. Although techniques
such as HMM can be applied to generate multiple-participant templates and account for
spatial and temporal variabilities, only a few algorithms generate such templates and test
against multiple participants [134, 216]. Applications such as physical rehabilitation often
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do not have access to patient movement data a priori and thus must rely on template
generalization.
If the segmentation algorithm is to be applied to participants of different demographics
or capabilities, large variations can be expected, and pose a significant challenge for algo-
rithm generalizability. This problem is especially significant in cases where few training
samples are available.
4.6.3 Inter-primitive Generalizability
Inter-primitive generalizability also remains an outstanding problem. A few algorithms,
such as those reliant on domain-knowledge [66], classifiers (Section 6), or parametrized
models [224] provide potential solutions, but do not tend to explicitly explore or report
inter-primitive generalizability.
Generalizability is an important issue in rehabilitation since the exercises are typically
modified slightly in order to suit the patient’s capabilities, and an algorithm that can
provide some degree of generalizability would increase the utility of any given algorithm. In
exercise applications, movements that vary in only direction should be considered the same
movement, but may pose a challenge for the algorithm [224], and thus require techniques
that are robust to these types of variability.
Generalizability is also an important concern for applications where the motions to be
performed are not known a priori, such as in online human machine interaction. The exist-
ing segmentation work can be divided into techniques that model the primitive explicitly,
or techniques that model the segment point directly. Techniques that model the segment
point directly using domain-knowledge [66] or learned automatically via classifiers (Section
6) provide the means to segment based on common characteristics over all the primitives
of interest and warrant further investigation.
4.6.4 Dependence on Sensor Modality
A majority of the examined algorithms were verified with a single sensor modality or feature
type. The lack of validation with multiple modalities reduces the clinical applicability of
these segmentation algorithms, where an algorithm that is capable to handling different
types of features can improve real-life deployment sucess if the sensing environment is
different from clinic to clinic.
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Algorithms that have been applied to multiple modalities do not tend to rely on any
specific feature of a given modality and typically model the motion or segment using
abstracted features. These methods include the HMM-based approaches applied to both
motion capture and camera data [15, 16], classification on joint angles, EMG, and force
plates (Section 6), and DTW on joint angle and Cartesian data [184].
Algorithms that have been tested with multiple datasets include algorithms using cur-
vature data [19], the Viterbi algorithm [114, 113], AR modelling [137], and DMP [149, 150].
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Chapter 5
Experimental Datasets
To validate and analyze the performance of the algorithms developed in this thesis, several
movement datasets were collected and used:
1. Lower-body rehabilitation movements from healthy subjects, collected at the Uni-
versity of Waterloo (UW), described in Section 5.1 [134].
2. Whole body exercise movements from a publicly available dataset from the University
of Tokyo (UT), described in Section 5.2 [114].
3. Squat movements from healthy subjects from the University of Rome Foro Italico
(URFI), described in Section 5.3 [26].
4. Hand gesture movements from healthy subjects, collected at the University of Wa-
terloo in collaboration with Thalmic Labs (UWT), described in Section 5.4.
5. Lower-body rehabilitation movements from knee or hip total joint replacement in-
patients, collected at the Toronto Rehabilitation Institute (TRI), described in Section
5.5.
6. Lower-body rehabilitation movements from knee or hip total joint replacement out-
patients, collected at the St. Joseph’s Health Centre Guelph (SJHCG), described in
Section 5.6.
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5.1 University of Waterloo Dataset
The UW dataset consists of 30 (17M, 13F, µage = 24.4) healthy participants performing 10
to 20 repetitions of 14 lower-body exercise motions [133, 134]. This dataset serves as a key
benchmark as it provides a large amount of healthy movement data. A key characteristic of
this dataset is the consistency in both range of motion and velocity between participants,
even though the only instructions given to the participants were that the motions should
be executed in a controlled fashion. Unlike some of the later datasets, there is no ambiguity
in the number of repetitions performed, and thus the manual segments are of high quality.
The dataset was collected over two different sessions.
The first component consists of 20 repetitions of 5 rehabilitation motion types from
20 healthy participants. It was collected via 3 Shimmer IMU sensors [36], worn at the
right ankle, knee, and hip, transmitting at 128 Hz. Simultaneous motion capture data
were also collected for a 10-marker lower-body system via Motion Analysis cameras [156],
transmitting at 100 Hz. The exercises performed are outlined in Table 5.1.
Table 5.1: First set of exercises in the UW dataset.
Abbreviation Motion Initial Posture
HFEO-SUP hip extension Supine
KEFO-SIT knee extension Sitting
KHEF-SUP knee/hip flexion Supine
SQUA-STD squats Standing
STSO-SIT sit to stand Sitting
The second component was collected to match the TRI exercises (Section 5.5). It
consists of 10 repetitions of 9 rehabilitation motion types from 10 healthy participants.
The data was collected via 3 Shimmer IMU sensors [36], worn at the right ankle, knee, and
hip, transmitting at 51.2 Hz. Motion capture data were also collected using a 10-marker
lower-body system via Motion Analysis cameras [156], transmitting at 50 Hz. The exercises
performed are outlined in Table 5.2.
The features computed from this dataset are:
• 3 DOF planar joint angles from motion capture via inverse kinematics.
• 5 DOF 3D joint angles from IMU via Kalman filter and forward kinematics [133].
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Table 5.2: Second set of exercises for the UW dataset.
Abbreviation Motion Initial Posture
ARRT-STD Ankle raise Standing
GAIT-STD Walking Standing
HAAO-STD Hip adduction Standing
HAAO-SUP Hip adduction Supine
HEFO-STD Hip extension Standing
HFEO-STD Hip flexion Standing
KFEO-STD Knee flexion Standing
KHEF-STD Knee/hip flexion while standing Standing
LUNG-STD Lunges Standing
For this dataset, manual segments of the exercises were generated and labelled by an
expert watching the motion in video playback of motion capture data that was collected
simultaneously. All data were collected with the approval of the University of Waterloo
Research Ethics Board and signed consent was obtained from all participants.
5.2 University of Tokyo Dataset
The UT dataset consists of 1 healthy participant performing an average of 20 repetitions
of 45 full-body exercise motions [114]. This dataset also serves as a key benchmark, as it
is the only dataset that includes a mixture of different primitives performed in sequence.
One key issue with this type of movement sequence is that the subject may blend two
primitives together, if they do not complete one primitive fully, pause, then begin the next
primitive. This dataset is a publicly available [114].
The dataset was collected as a 26-marker full body system via motion capture. Video
data was also collected, so the movement labels are unambiguous. The exercises included
in this dataset are outlined in Table 5.3.
The features used from this dataset are:
• 20 DOF joint angles from inverse kinematics [114].
The dataset also contains manual labelling of the segment edge points of all performed
motions, obtained via video playback [114]. The data was collected in compliance with the
research ethics requirements of the University of Tokyo.
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Table 5.3: Exercise set for the UT dataset. The different components of each exercise are
grouped together by the overall motion. For example, both arms to 180◦, arms raising
(BAR180) and arms lowering (BAL180) are grouped together here.
Abbreviation Motion
BAL180, BAR180 Both arms raise to 180◦, lower
BAL90, BAR90 Both arms raise to 90◦, lower
BAD, BAU Bowing
LAL180, LAR180 Left arm raise to 180◦, lower
LAL90, LAR90 Left arm raise to 90◦, lower
LKAL, LKAR, LKE, LKR Left kick
LPAL, LPAR, LPE, LPR, LPUAD, LPUE,
LPUR
Left punch
MLL, MLR, MRL, MRR Marching
RAL180, RAR180 Right arm raise to 180 ◦, lower
RAL90, RAR90 Right arm raise to 90◦, lower
RKAL, RKAR, RKE, RKR Right kick
RPAL, RPAR, RPE, RPR Right punch
SQD, SQU Squat
WWL, WLR, WRL, WRR Walking in spot
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5.3 University of Rome Foro Italico Dataset
The URFI dataset consists of 8 (µage = 30.2) healthy participants performing 20-30 rep-
etitions of squat motions [26]. The squats were performed at a self-selected speed, with
the starting and ending posture kept consistent. The participants were asked to keep their
arms straight along their sides, while the feet remained flat on the ground.
The data was collected via VICON cameras [219] at 100 Hz. Simultaneous force plate
data was also collected via a Bertec force plate [23].
The features used from this dataset are:
• Joint position data from motion capture.
• Planar 7 DOF joint angle data from motion capture via inverse kinematics [26].
• Ground reaction force and centre of pressure from force plate.
• Joint torque data from joint angle and force plate data computed via inverse dynamics
[99] using dynamic parameters obtained from and anthropometric tables [60].
Manual segment data were generated and labelled by time-series annotation. The data
was collected in compliance with the research ethics requirements of the University of Rome
Foro Italico and signed consent was obtained from all participants.
5.4 University of Waterloo and Thalmic Dataset
The UWT dataset consists of 10 (µage = 26.8) healthy participants performing 9 different
types of hand gestures. Two datasets were collected. The first set consists of 5 repetitions
of 9 different hand gestures (individual gesture (IG) dataset). The second set consists
of continuous motions where the 9 primitives are performed in random order (continuous
random (CR) dataset). All motions started at the hand-open resting posture, then moved
into the gesture, then back to the resting posture. No specific directions on how to perform
each motion were given to the participants, so some inter-participant variabilities were
observed in how each gesture was executed. Paddle out was used as the sync motion. Only
6 of the 10 participants contributed randomized motion sequences.
The data was collected via a 8 channel forearm surface EMG using a Thalmic Myo
[211] at 100 Hz, placed on the working forearm of the participant, without any specific
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instructions on armband location or orientation. Kinematic data was also collected by a
Measurand Shapehand dataglove [148] at 100 Hz. The dataglove provides 15-channel joint
angle data, corresponding to each joint in the fingers. The hand gestures performed are
outlined in Table 5.4.
Table 5.4: Hand gestures for the UWT dataset.
Abbreviation Motion
FISP Finger spread
FIST Fist
GUNM Gun
PDIN Paddle in
PDOU Paddle out
POIN Pointing with index finger
POIM Pointing with index and middle finger
SNAP Finger snapping
THPK Thumb-pinky touch
The features used are:
• 8 DOF EMG data from the forearm EMG. From the EMG data, a large number of
typical EMG and signal processing features can be computed. These features con-
sidered were selected due to their prevalence in EMG analysis [225, 106], for their
ability to extract useful information from a noisy signal, as well as their channel
agnostic characteristics to reduce the impact of EMG sensor placement variability.
The features examined include RMS EMG, mean absolute value, waveform length,
slope sign changes, skewness, kurtosis, channel-pair inner-product, channel-pair an-
gle, RMS ratio and peak-to-peak time between the two most active EMG channels,
Hurst exponent, Hjorth parameters, Teager energy, entropy, relative entropy, mutual
information, peak frequency, band width, peak width as measured at quarter power
point from the peak frequency spectral power, and relative spectral power.
• 15 DOF joint angles from the dataglove.
The experiment was approved by the University of Waterloo Research Ethics Board
and signed consent was obtained from all participants.
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5.5 Toronto Rehabilitation Institute Dataset
The TRI dataset consists of 18 (4M, 14F, µage = 73.8) lower body total joint replacement
(TJR) in-patients, performing post-operative rehabilitation exercises. The patients were
tracked from the first day of admission until discharge, with the average patient’s treatment
lasting 5.7 days. The patients engaged in rehabilitation every day during the course of their
treatment, and data was collected during each weekday session, for roughly an hour per
session. The patients were also instructed to perform exercises outside of these sessions,
but these unsupervised exercises were not captured. All the exercises collected were part
of their prescribed rehabilitation treatment; no exercises were modified or added for the
data collection. This dataset of in-patient data is likely the most challenging dataset
for validation. In-patient data consists of numerous pauses in movement, as the patient
cannot complete the motion without significant pain. Range of motion and velocity are
also significantly lower, which can make it difficult for healthy data templates to generalize
to this dataset.
The dataset was collected via 3 Shimmer IMU sensors [36], attached by Velcro straps
to the hip, knee and ankle of the patient. The patient was asked to verify that the straps
were not uncomfortable or hampered their movement before the data collection began. A
wide variety of motions were collected from TRI, and are outlined in Table 5.5.
Table 5.5: Exercises for the TRI dataset.
Abbreviation Motion Initial Posture
HAAO-STD Hip adduction Standing
HAAO-SUP Hip adduction Supine
HEFO-STD Hip extension Standing
HFEO-STD Hip flexion Standing
HFEO-SUP Hip extension Supine
KEFO-SIT Knee extension Sitting
KEFO-SUP Knee extension Supine
KEFO-SUP Knee extension Supine
KFEO-STD Knee flexion Standing
KHEF-STD Knee/hip flexion while standing Standing
KHEF-SUP Knee/hip flexion Supine
SQUA-STD Squats Standing
STSO-SIT Sit to stand Sitting
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The features used are:
• 5 DOF 3D joint angle data, computed from IMUs via Kalman filter and forward
kinematics [133].
Manual segment data were generated and labelled by time-series annotation. This data
was collected with the approval of the University of Waterloo Research Ethics Board, and
the University Health Network Research Ethics Board. Signed consent was obtained from
all participants.
5.6 St. Joseph’s Health Centre Guelph Dataset
The SJHCG dataset consists 26 (10M, 16F, µage = 66.7) lower body TJR out-patients
[116], performing post-operative rehabilitation exercises. A single session of the out-patient
exercise regime was collected from all participants, spanning roughly an hour per session.
These out-patients may have had several sessions of in-patient care prior to out-patient
visits, or were only provided with home rehabilitation. When compared to the in-patient
population, the out-patient population is generally able to perform the exercises with less
supervision. This dataset of out-patient data serves as an intermediate point between
healthy data and in-patient data. The out-patients do not have the full functional range
and velocity of healthy subjects, but they are generally much healthier and in less pain
than in-patients. The exercises performed at SJHCG were similar to those performed at
TRI, and can be found in Table 5.5.
Many of the exercises performed by the SJHC and TRI patients were modified in some
way: springs, slings, weights, and other physical devices were added to modify the exercise
difficulty, providing test cases for of inter-exercise generalization. The main difference
between the two patient datasets was the health status of the patients. In-patients were
being treated in hospital due to additional health concerns or co-morbidities that prevented
discharge, while out-patients were healthy enough to recover at home.
The features used are:
• 5 DOF 3D joint angle data computed from IMUs via Kalman filter and forward
kinematics [133].
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Manual segment data were generated and labelled by time-series annotation. This
data was collected with the approval of the University of Waterloo Research Ethics Board,
and the St. Joseph’s Health Centre Guelph Research Ethics Board. Signed consent was
obtained from all participants.
5.7 Summary
To validate and analyze the performance of the algorithms developed in this thesis, several
motion datasets collected from both healthy and rehabilitation participants performing
various exercises were employed. These datasets span over 90 participants, including 44
rehabilitation patients. They also span 5 types of sensor modalities: motion capture, IMU,
force plate, and EMG.
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Chapter 6
Segmentation based on Segment
Point Modelling
6.1 Introduction
This chapter develops an algorithm for online motion segmentation1. A classifier approach
for segmentation is proposed, where machine learning techniques are used to automatically
extract segment edge characteristics. All data points are classified as either a segment edge
point p1 or a non-segment point p0, converting the difficult task of temporal segmentation
into a simpler data classification task. If segment edge points share common features which
are equivalent between different exercises, such as changes in velocity directions or changes
in contact conditions, classifying all data points into either a p1 or p0 point allows the
algorithm to handle motions that have not been observed before, and be applied to novel
participants and exercises. This reduces the number of templates that a clinician must
provide in order to operate the algorithm, and allows the optimal classification boundary
to be determined automatically without the need for hand selected features.
1Components of this chapter have been published in the International Conference of the IEEE Engineer-
ing in Medicine and Biology Society [130], the IEEE-RAS International Conference on Humanoid Robots
[129], the EAI International Summit of Smart City 360 [135], and the NIH-IEEE Strategic Conference on
Healthcare Innovations and Point of Care Technologies [127]. A journal paper is currently under review
at the Journal of Rehabilitation and Assistive Technologies Engineering [131].
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6.2 Proposed Approach
In this section, a classifier for discriminating between p1 and p0 points is developed (Figure
6.1), evaluated at each time-step of observed motion data. Several unique problems arise
for segmenting via classifiers [85]:
Appropriate generation of segment edge point training data.
In order to provide training data to the classifier, exemplars of p1 and p0 points need
to be provided. Ground truth generated from expert observation typically provides a
single time point to denote the start or end of a segment. For a classifier, this is not
a suitable approach, as there is likely minimal difference between the data at a given
time tn and the data at time tn+1 near the declared segment edge point. The data
described by the p1 points denotes characteristics such as joint angle turning points,
and these characteristics are shared with more data points than the ones denoted by
the manual p1 points.
Integration of temporal information.
Typical classifiers also do not account for temporal effects, which can hurt segmen-
tation performance, as it is an integral part of movement data.
Unbalanced datasets.
Unbalanced datasets are also an issue, where there are significantly more data samples
of a given label when compared to the other labels [234]. For example, in a given set
of training data, data points labelled as a p1 are uncommon when compared to p0.
To address these issues, normalization, manual segment point expansion, input vector
stacking, and downsampling are used, as described below. This procedure is used to prepare
the data for both classifier training and observation classification.
6.2.1 Pre-processing
Normalizing
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Figure 6.1: A time-series waveform of joint angles during a squatting exercise. This figure
shows the hip extension (hip ext), hip abduction (hip abd), knee extension (knee ext),
the manual segments (man seg), and p1/p0 ground truth data generated from the manual
segments (truth). The segments provided by a human observer (blue boxes) are expanded
into multiple p1 points (top blue lines) and p0 points (bottom blue lines). Data points
between exercises are p1 points, while data points within exercises are p0 points.
Dimensionality
Transformation
PCA
FDA
No Transformation
Classifier
QDA
RBF
kNN
NN
SVM
Ensemble Aggregation
Boosting
Bagging
No Aggregation
Training Data
Observation Data
Pre-processing Classification Algorithm
Figure 6.2: Flow diagram for the classifier-based segmentation algorithm. A given instance
of the algorithm will consist of a dimensionality transformation component, a base classifier,
and an aggregation component.
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Initial value removal.
The data can have its initial value removed. Most rehabilitation motions follow
the pattern of starting from a resting posture, moving into a maximal flexion or
extension pose, then returning to the resting posture. However, the exercises may
start from a wide range of initial poses, depending on the posture of the participant
and the equipment used. For example, supine heel slides are a common rehabilitation
exercise, but the initial posture could be with the leg flat against the bed, or held up
by a sling. Therefore, the initial value of each time-series can be removed such that
the resting pose is always at zero.
Rectification.
The data can also be rectified. Taking the absolute value of the joint angle data
would allow motions that involve the same joints but moving in opposite directions
to be recognized as one exercise, improving generalization.
Magnitude scaling.
Magnitude scaling, by dividing by the mean of the rectified peak values over all
the segments in the time-series data, compensates for the varying joint angle ranges
between healthy and patient data, as well as enables exercise generalization. However,
the determination of this value requires the full observation set, which is impractical
in clinical applications because the full observation sequence is not available a priori.
For training, the scaling factor is calculated from the full dataset, while for testing,
the scaling factor can be calculated from only the first segment (Figure 6.3).
For EMG, a normalization coefficient can be calculated in a variety of different ways:
(1) channel-wise normalization, where the coefficient is the maximum magnitude of
each channel in each gesture, (2) motion-wise normalization, where the coefficient is
the maximum magnitude over all the EMG channels, or (3) participant-wise normal-
ization, where the coefficient is the average of the maximum motion-wise magnitude
of different trials of the sync motion.
Position normalization.
For certain modalities, further normalization may be necessary. EMG data require
placement normalization to reduce the impact of the inter- and intra-participant
variability resulting from variations in sensor placement and EMG signal magnitude.
For EMG data, a known sync motion is collected for baseline purposes. Sensor
placement normalization is carried out by finding the appropriate rotations such
that the maxima of the EMG norm of the sync motion are always in a given channel,
and applying this rotation to all movements by this participant in a given session.
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Temporal
Data points are interpolated to ensure even temporal spacing between time points, then
data points that are nstack samples around the time point being examined (tn) are concate-
nated into the feature vector to incorporate temporal information before and after tn into
the classifier. That is, the input feature vector into the classifier at time tn is d(2nstack + 1)
wide, where d is the dimensionality of the original feature set, creating a feature vector
tn,use = [tn−nstack · · · tn−1, tn, tn+1 · · · tn+nstack ].
Balancing
Imbalanced datasets can skew the classifier towards the class that has the most samples.
To minimize the impact of this problem, data points nexp around manual segment points,
as well as the data points between segments, are converted into p1 points, as they are
similar to the manual segment point. This also increases the number of p1 points available
for training and classification.
During training, downsampling is also applied to p0 to further balance the dataset. A
Gaussian sampling method was employed, where p0 points closer to p1 points have a higher
chance of being sampled than p0 points that are not close to any p1 points. This approach
was used to include more data points that are close to the segmentation boundaries and
thus are more likely to be misclassified (Figure 6.4). During testing, no downsampling is
applied.
6.2.2 Segment Definition
In this thesis, the segment is defined by the user. Two types of segments are defined
and examined in this thesis. The first type is the full segment, which defines the flexion
and extension of a motion as a single primitive, while the second type, the half segments,
defines the flexion and extension of a motion as two different primitives (Figure 3.2).
6.2.3 Feature Extraction
After the pre-processing steps, a feature extraction technique can be applied. The primary
purpose of the extraction is to reduce the feature space dimensionality and decrease com-
putational time. The feature embedding from Section 6.2.1 can increase the dimensionality
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Figure 6.4: Knee extension training data, denoting the hip extension (hip ext), hip abduc-
tion (hip abd), knee extension (knee ext), and the sampled data for training (sampled).
The blue points at y = 0 denote the training data selected for p0, sampled by Gaus-
sian resampling, favouring non-segment points closer to the boundary. The blue points at
y = 1 denote the training data selected for p1, which has no downsampling. The Gaussian
covariance coefficient is reduced to show this effect more clearly.
of the system significantly, depending on the choice of nstack. An extraction technique that
can reduce the dimensionality, and thus the computational time, is desirable.
6.2.4 Discriminative Classifier
The data can now be used for training and classification. Classifiers can only handle classes
that have been seen during training, but this is not a limiting factor for the proposed
approach, as all data points can only be either p1 or p0. Different classifiers can be used
for this purpose and are further explored in this chapter. The different combinations for
the various algorithm components that are compared are as follows (Figure 6.2):
1. Dimensionality reduction
• No transformation applied
• Principal component analysis [85] (PCA)
• Fisher’s discriminate analysis [85] (FDA)
2. Classifier
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• k -nearest neighbour [85] (k -NN)
• Quadratic discriminate analysis [85] (QDA)
• Radial basis function network [168] (RBFN)
• Support vector machine [35] (SVM)
• Artificial neural network [86] (ANN)
3. Aggregation
• No aggregation algorithm
• Boosting [70]
• Bagging [31]
6.2.5 Analysis via the Segmentation Framework
This algorithm can be analyzed via the segmentation framework proposed in Section 3.
Segment definition.
The segment definition is specified by domain experts in physiotherapy. These gen-
erally consist of either an extension and a flexion movement defined together as one
segment, or the two components defined separately.
Data collection.
The algorithm is designed to be applicable to a variety of sensing modalities. The
primary sensor modality used during validation are IMUs, with the derived feature
set of joint angles. Other sensor modalities examined include motion capture, EMG,
and force plates.
The source population for the training are healthy participants performing exercise
data. The target population for the testing are both healthy participants and re-
habilitation patients. The manual segment data are sourced from human observers
from video playback and annotation.
One public dataset with manual segments was used, while several other datasets were
collected.
Application specific requirements.
To meet the target application of physiotherapy applications, the algorithm must be
able to handle inter-participant and inter-primitive variability. There are no training
time requirements, but testing time should occur online.
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Algorithm design.
The training and testing data are handled differently based on the sensor modality
and feature set. The sensor data may be used as-is as the feature set, such as motion
capture joint position or force plate GRF. Alternatively, techniques such as extended
Kalman filter, inverse kinematics, or inverse dynamics can be used to convert the
data to joint angles or joint torques.
This algorithm is categorized as a sliding window semi-online supervised segmenta-
tion technique. There is an oﬄine training component that calculates the transforma-
tion matrix for a dimensionality reduction component, as well as the template data
for the statistical classifier. Both of these components can test incoming data in an
online fashion. The algorithm classifies between segment-edge and within-segment
time points. This algorithm has no segment identification component.
Verification.
The validation set includes both healthy and rehabilitation datasets, to reflect the
target population. The validation employs leave-one-out validation when the dataset
is small and partitioning if the dataset is large. Accprecision, Accrecall, AccF1 , and
Accbal accuracy measures are used with classification by data point labels to produce
the segmentation accuracy.
6.3 Experiments
Several sets of experiments were performed to verify the algorithm in order to examine the
impact of different classifier methods, normalization techniques, and feature sets. 12 sets
of experiments were carried out over 6 datasets and can be broadly grouped into 3 different
categories. For each experimental category, the dataset used, the algorithm settings, and
the validation configurations are detailed in Tables 6.1 and 6.2, and are summarized below:
Classifier testing (Section 6.3.1).
The first set of experiments employs 2 healthy datasets over 4 different experiments to
test the segmentation accuracy of different dimensionality reduction techniques, clas-
sifiers, and aggregators (Figure 6.2). These experiments were conducted to identify
the best performing dimensionality reduction, aggregation and classifier configura-
tions.
Normalization testing (Section 6.3.2).
The next set of experiments examined the impact of feature normalization using 3
different datasets. While many algorithms were designed with clinical applications
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in mind, few to date have been tested with patient populations or report specific
segmentation results. Motion data from patient populations can vary greatly from
healthy data. Segmentation algorithms should be able to generalize from healthy data
to rehabilitation data as healthy data can be collected in a supervised environment
and be labelled. The use of healthy data only for training is preferred, to avoid the
need for manual labelling of clinical data. The impact of normalization is evaluated
with this set of experiments.
Feature testing (Section 6.3.3).
To investigate the suitability of the proposed algorithm to different sensor modalities,
the final set of experiment compares the performance using different sensor modalities
and features using 2 different datasets. Algorithm flexibility to multiple sensors allows
the method to be deployed more easily in different sensing environments.
All processing and algorithm implementation were done in MATLAB [212], along with
the libsvm Toolbox [48], the Toolbox for Dimensionality Reduction [215], and the Bayes
Net Toolbox [160].
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6.3.1 Classifier Experiments
This set of experiments examined the impact of varying dimensionality reduction, classifier,
and aggregator components to determine suitable methods for motion segmentation, and
tested against 2 healthy datasets.
Datasets
The first dataset examined in this set of experiments was the UW dataset, using the joint
angles and velocities calculated from IMUs. The UW dataset contains a large number of
participants data performing the same exercises, and thus serves to test the algorithm’s
ability to handle inter-participants variability.
The second dataset examined in this set of experiments was the UT dataset, using
the joint angles and velocities calculated from the motion capture data. The UT dataset
contains a large number of primitive types, and thus serves to test the algorithm’s ability
to handle different types of primitives.
Algorithm Settings
The dimensionality reduction, classifier, and aggregators that were varied in this experi-
ment set are summarized in Figure 6.2.
For the PCA and the FDA, the optimal number of PCs to include was determined
by the scree plot method, with the threshold set to 80%. For k -NN, k was set to 3 or
9. The kernels for the soft-margin SVM considered were linear, polynomial, radial. A
feedforward ANN was examined, with three different layers and neuron configurations:
[10, 10], [10, 10, 10], [20, 20, 20]. For boosting, AdaBoost [70] was employed. However, the
AdaBoost algorithm is formulated to work with classifiers that can accept weighted data
points, which does not apply to all classifiers. Instead, a resampling scheme, based on the
data weights, is employed [199]. 3-stage and 5-stage boosting and bagging methods were
tested.
Validation Configurations
A total of 4 different experimental configurations were used in the classifier experiments.
2 experiments used the UW dataset to explore intra- and inter-participant segmentation
accuracy. 2 other experiments were conducted using the UT dataset to explore the impact
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of different segment definitions and the algorithm’s ability to classify similar primitives, as
well as its ability to generalize to novel primitives.
The first experiment investigated intra-participant segmentation accuracy using the
UW dataset (Table 6.1, UW Individual), where the classifier was trained from 5 primi-
tives from 1 participant, and tested with the other half of the available data of the same
participant. The results were averaged over all 20 participants. The second experiment
investigated inter-participant accuracy using the UW dataset (Table 6.1, UW Grouped),
where 5 participants formed the training data, while the testing dataset consisted of the 5
other participants. A 4-fold cross-validation was performed.
The third experiment investigated the classification and generalization accuracy while
using full segments from the UT dataset (Table 6.1, UT Full), where the last 10 segments of
each action primitive were used for training, over 9 different primitives. The last experiment
investigated the classification and generalization accuracy while using half segments from
the UT dataset (Table 6.1, UT Half), where 23 different primitives were used. All primitives
over the whole dataset were then used to test the segmentation accuracy of the proposed
algorithm.
The validation metrics used in this section were the Accprecision, Accrecall, and AccF1
scores. The AccF1 score is a metric that combines precision and recall, and is designed to
reduce the impact of bias in unbalanced datasets. The labels assigned are as follows:
Table 6.3: Label conditions for the classifier error verification method.
Category Condition
TP An algorithmic p1 point matches up with a manual p1 point, or if an
algorithmic segment point falls within ±terr of a manual segment edge
point.
TN An algorithmic p0 point matches up with a manual p0 point.
FN An algorithmic p0 point matches up with a manual p1 point, or if an
algorithmic segment point is missing from within ±terr of a manual
segment edge point.
FP An algorithmic p1 point matches up with a manual p0 point, or if an
extra algorithmic segment point is found outside of ±terr of a manual
segment edge point.
For the temporal assessments in this experiment, terr is set to 0.2 seconds unless oth-
erwise specified. This time was chosen as human reflexes averages to 0.25 seconds [107],
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thus as long as the algorithmic segment edge point is declared within 0.2 seconds of the
manual segment edge point, it can be considered as being online. Clusters shorter than
nexp in length are removed. Each cluster is then converted into an ending point for the
nth segment, and a starting point for the n+ 1th segment. These segment edge points are
declared nexp from the two edges of the cluster, or one-third of the length of the cluster, if
the cluster is shorter than nexp in length. The AccF1 scores of the temporal clusters were
assessed.
Two types of AccF1 score was used. The standard definition of the AccF1 , denoted here
as AccFSeg , is defined as follows:
AccFSeg =
2 · TP
2 · TP + FN + FP
AccFSeg does not include TN points in its definition. To include the p0 points, a second
definition of the AccF1 , the AccFClass was introduced:
AccFClass =
2 · (TP + TN)
2 · (TP + TN) + FN + FP
6.3.2 Normalization
This set of experiments examined the impact of varying normalization methods for motion
segmentation. All training data from this section are drawn from healthy data in order
to represent real-life situations where labelled healthy data are easily obtainable, while
labelled rehabilitation data are difficult to find. Testing was done on both healthy and
rehabilitation data. A total of 1 healthy and 2 rehabilitation datasets were used.
In addition, an analysis into the PCA projection and phase plots of healthy and re-
habilitation data to compare the differences between unnormalized data and normalized
data was performed. This analysis provides an overview of the impact of the feature ma-
nipulation via nstack and serves as a way to obtain insight into the features that PCA is
selecting. Lastly, a comparison to existing algorithms is also conducted in this section.
Datasets
The healthy dataset used in this set of experiments was the UW dataset, using joint angles
and velocities calculated from IMUs. The UW dataset provides a large number of healthy
motion data and forms the main training set for this set of experiments.
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The rehabilitation datasets used in this set of experiments were the SJHCG and TRI
datasets. These two datasets cover 44 rehabilitation patients with wide ranging health
conditions, from shortly post-surgery and requiring constant physiotherapist supervision,
to out-patient status and requiring only occasional supervision. These two datasets serve
to validate the algorithm’s effectiveness with the intended target population.
Algorithm Settings
The normalization methods that were varied in this experiment set are summarized in
Figure 6.5.
Training Data
Observation Data
Pre-processing Normalization
Magnitude Scaling
Rectification
Offset Value Removal
Classification Algorithm
PCA
SVM
Pre-processing Temporal
Embedding
Pre-processing Balancing
Balancing
Downsampling
Figure 6.5: Flow diagram of the experimental routine used for normalization testing. This
experiment set varied the normalization techniques: offset value removal, magnitude scal-
ing, and data rectification.
For PCA, a scree plot threshold of 80% was used. For SVM, 2-class soft margin radial
SVM was used. C was set to 1. For the radial kernel function, γ was set to the inverse of
the number of DOFs post-PCA.
Validation Configurations
A total of 3 experimental configurations were used in the normalization experiments. All
3 experiments used the UW dataset to train a template consisting of 5 participants from
the first UW dataset, and 5 from the second UW dataset, with 5 different primitives in
total, and were tested on the remaining UW (Table 6.1, UW Testing), SHJHC (Table 6.1,
SJHCG Testing), and TRI (Table 6.1, TRI Testing) data. In all experiments, no training
data overlapped with the testing data. 4-fold cross validation was performed. The testing
was separated into classifying known motions and generalizing to novel motions. The
primitives selected was selected by totalling the amount of rehabilitation data available,
and selecting the top 5 exercises that had exercise examples from all three datasets (Table
6.4).
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The validation metrics used here were the Accprecision, Accrecall, and Accbal. The metrics
were changed from the previous experiments as using two different measures, the AccFSeg
and AccFClass , produced some redundancy. Accbal provides an accuracy score that accounts
for both TN and TP scores equally, is suitable for unbalanced datasets:
Accbal =
1
2
· TP
TP + FN
+
1
2
· TN
TN + FP
6.3.3 Features
This set of experiments examined the impact of varying sensor modalities and feature
sets to assess algorithm flexibility performance with various input modalities. 2 healthy
datasets were tested.
Datasets
The first dataset examined in this set of experiments was the UWT dataset, using different
signals calculated from the EMG. EMG serves as an interesting feature to examine since
motor neuron signals serve as the control signal of the body, which can potentially signify
motion before it is noticeable in joint angle space.
The second dataset examined in this set of experiments was the URFI dataset, using
both kinematic (joint position and angles from motion capture) and dynamic (joint torque,
ground reaction force, and centre of pressure from force plate) data.
Algorithm Settings
For the UWT dataset, different algorithm combinations were considered, and are detailed
as follows: for the PCA, the scree plot method was used, with the threshold set to 80%. The
classifiers considered were k -NN, SVM, ANN, LDA, QDA, and thresholding. For k -NN, k
was set to 1 or 3. The kernels for the soft-margin SVM considered were linear, polynomial,
and radial. A feedforward ANN was examined, with three different layers and neuron
configuration: [10], [10, 10], [10, 10, 10], [20, 20, 20]. For LDA, QDA, and thresholding the
Euclidean distance was used.
For the URFI dataset, PCA SVM was used. The dimensionality retained by PCA was
automatically determined by scree plot method, retaining 80% of the variance. Radial,
soft-margin SVM was used. The testing data was multiplied by the PCA warping matrix
and classified using SVM.
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Validation Configurations
A total of 5 different experimental configurations were used in the feature experiments. 4
experiments used the UWT dataset to explore suitable configurations for EMG datasets.
The last experiment used the URFI dataset to explore segmentation accuracy using differ-
ent sensor modalities.
The training data for the UWT experiments were always drawn from the IG dataset,
while testing was always done with the CR dataset. The first experiment investigated EMG
normalization (Table 6.1, UWT Normalization), since EMG data show high inter-personal
variability and require normalization to generalize. Secondly, different classifiers was exam-
ined to determine the one that produces the best segmentation result (Table 6.1, UWT IG
Classifier). Lastly, leave-one-motion-out (LOMO, Table 6.1, UWT LOMO) and leave-one-
participant-out (LOPO, Table 6.1, UWT LOPO) cross-validations were performed, where
one motion and one participant was removed from the training set, respectively.
The last experiment investigated different sensor modalities using the URFI testing set
(Table 6.1, URFI Testing). It was performed by training on 7 participants and testing on
the remaining participant in a LOPO scheme.
The validation metric used here was the Accbal score.
6.4 Results
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6.4.1 Classifier
UW Dataset
Three sets of results were generated:
1. Training results, where the AccF1 scores for the data used for the classifier training
were assessed.
2. Classifier results, where the AccF1 scores for the full observation data for primitives
of the same type as the training data were assessed.
3. Temporal results, where each cluster of p1 points is converted into a single temporal
segment edge point by clustering the p1 and p0 points.
Figure 6.6: Segmented knee extension motion. Points around the y = 0 area are manual
(red) and algorithmic (blue) points denoted as p0, while points at around y = 0.5 are p1
points.
Results for UW Individual and Group Overwhelmingly, the top performing clas-
sifiers utilize PCA. PCA selects between 30 to 40 dimensions to represent 80% of the
total variability, confirming that the data is redundant and correlated, so that a lower
dimensionality feature vector can be used.
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The classifiers that reported the highest AccFSeg were the SVM, the ANN and the k -
NN. These classifiers provided high accuracy in both the individualized template and the
generalized template tests, suggesting that these classifiers are suitable for both intra- and
inter-subject segmentation. The high processing costs of k -NN makes it unsuitable for
online applications, however.
The tables show that aggregated techniques do not improve segmentation accuracy, as
the top 10 classifiers include both non-aggregated and aggregated variants. Note that some
aggregation is already performed by the sampling technique, which preferably selects p0
points closer to the segmentation boundary for training. These results suggest that the
training data sampling scheme is sufficient, since the sampling scheme emphasizes the p0
points close to the p1, which are likely to have a higher chance of misclassification. Table
6.10 shows the results from Tables 6.8 and 6.9, with the aggregation variables removed.
This table shows that PCA no longer dominates the top performing classifiers. For k -NN,
no performance difference was observed between k -NN and PCA k -NN, suggesting that
k -NN is not sensitive to the input features. The SVM classifier exhibits some performance
improvements when paired with PCA.
The misclassifications generally stem from the tendency of the classifiers to over-declare
p1 points, leading to a high FP score.
Individualized templates report higher accuracy than generalized templates, in both
classifier and temporal F1, underscoring that intra-subject variability is easier to handle
than inter-subject variability.
The temporal accuracy is lower than the classifier accuracy, and is due to the tempo-
ral localization component. The simple conversion approach used generates algorithmic
segments that are wider or narrower than the manual segments, thus leading to a poorer
result, even though the algorithmic segments approximately overlap the manual segments.
The improved performance between terr = 0.2s and 0.3s shows that many algorithmic seg-
ments sit just outside the boundary of the manual segments, and are flagged as FN instead
of TP. In several instances, the manual segments are delayed due to the reaction speed in
the expert performing the labelling, and the segments suggested by the algorithm may be
more suitable to denote the actual location of the segment.
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Table 6.10: Segmentation results using generalized templates, where the input vector con-
sists of q and q˙, nexp = 25 and nstack = 15. This table is similar to Table 6.8, but without
any aggregation algorithms. The Accprecision (FP ), Accrecall (FR), and AccFSeg (FS) [%]
accuracies for training and testing results are reported.
Classifier Parameter Training Classifier Testing
DR Classifier FP FR FS FC FP FR FS FC
1 PCA SVM, radial 92 97 94 97 76 89 82 95
2 None kNN, 9 94 96 95 97 73 89 81 94
3 PCA kNN, 9 94 96 95 97 73 89 81 94
4 PCA ANN, 10-10-10 93 95 94 97 74 87 80 94
5 None kNN, 3 97 98 98 99 74 87 80 94
6 PCA kNN, 3 97 98 98 99 74 87 80 94
7 PCA ANN, 10-10 92 94 93 96 72 88 79 94
8 PCA ANN, 20-20-20 94 96 95 97 73 85 78 94
9 None SVM, radial 84 95 89 94 68 92 78 93
10 None ANN, 10-10 93 94 93 97 71 84 77 93
The proposed approach outperforms prior work [134], particularly for individualized
templates. At terr = 0.2s, for individualized templates, the proposed algorithm reports a
top temporal AccF1 score of 92%, compared to a AccF1 score of 85% in [134]. For generalized
templates, the proposed algorithm reports a top temporal AccF1 score of 80%, compared
to a AccF1 score of 84% from the prior work [134]. The two approaches achieve similar
performance at terr = 0.3s, 93% and 95%, respectively. The proposed algorithm requires
less parameter tuning and does not require velocity crossings [134] to occur at all segment
edge points, making it easier to deploy, and apply to a wider number of exercises.
UT Dataset
Three sets of data were generated:
1. Training results, where the AccF1 score for the data used for the classifier training
was assessed.
2. Classifier results, where the AccF1 score for the full observation data for primitives
of the same type as the training data were assessed. The data examined here have
not been used in the classifier training.
92
3. Generalization results, where the AccF1 score for the full observation data for primi-
tives that have not been seen by the classifier training were assessed.
(a) Exercises depicted here are the left arm raise
(286.5-270.5s), left arm punch (271.5-274.5s), and
another left arm raise (274.5-276.5s). Manual seg-
mentation markers, as can be seen in the left arm
punch, can sometimes be inaccurate, leading to dif-
ficulties in training and classifying. Although the
classifier was declared incorrect in this instance, the
classifier was more accurate than the manual seg-
ments.
(b) Exercises depicted here are the right arm raise
(214.5-217s), bowing (217-219.5s), and the squat
(220-222s). The classifier must be able to handle
a variety of situations. Here, the participant moves
from right arm raise to the bowing motion immedi-
ately, but takes a break between bowing and squat-
ting. The classifier was able to handle both situa-
tions.
Figure 6.7: Segmentation results of a participant performing full body exercises [114]. The
blue rectangles denote the full-motion manual segmentation boundaries. The blue and red
lines at y = 0 and y = 0.5 denote the classifier p0 and p1 for ground truth (blue x) and
algorithmic (red circle) segmentation, respectively. The DOFs shown are right lower leg
(R-LL), left upper leg (L-UL), right upper arm (R-UA) and left lower arm (L-LA).
Results for UT Full and Half For the classifier results, Tables 6.11, 6.12, 6.13, and
6.14 show that all the classifiers considered perform well, and that dimensionality reduction
generally improves performance while decreasing training time. The high F1 scores suggest
that the classifier approach is capable of accurate segmentation under different configura-
tions, including either full or half segments. These tables, sorted by the performance in
AccFSeg , show that the best classifiers for classification do not necessarily also generalize
93
well. For brevity, only the results for classifiers ran at nstack = 15 was shown, but classifiers
ran at nstack = 0 also show comparable performance.
PCA is included in the a majority of the top scoring configurations. A closer examina-
tion of the generated reduced-dimensionality subspace for the nstack = 0 case shows that
80% of the variance is accounted for by the first 13 PCs, of the 40 total DOFs available
from the dataset. The first PC accounts for 16% of the total variance, and has its top
weights on the joint velocities of the right upper leg, right lower leg, left upper leg, left
lower leg, and left upper arm. This shows that PCA selects the DOFs from all parts of the
body. For nstack = 15, the important body segments correspond to the right upper arm,
right upper leg, left upper arm, and left upper leg, suggesting that the joint velocities have
much higher variance than other DOFs.
Tables 6.11 and 6.13 show that aggregated techniques do not improve segmentation
accuracy, as the top 10 performing configurations include both non-aggregated and different
aggregated variants. It is important to note that some aggregation is already performed
by the sampling technique, which preferably selects p0 points closer to the segmentation
boundary for training. These results suggest that the training data sampling scheme is
sufficient, since the sampling scheme emphasizes the p0 points close to the p1, which are
likely to have a higher chance of misclassification.
The runtime for the classifiers renders it impractical to utilize certain combinations. In
general, the runtime for the k -NN is higher than the 17 minute dataset, thus k -NN cannot
be used online, while the fastest NN and SVM configurations completed both the training
and testing task in under 1 minute.
Several algorithms do not make the top 10 list in any of the configurations considered:
the FDA, the QDA, and the RBF, caused by the specific features of this dataset. For the
FDA, it can be shown that there will be at most n− 1 positive eigenvalues where n is the
number of class labels. Because of this, FDA is not well suited for this two class problem
since it will reduce the data to a one dimensional space and too much information is lost.
Although the data appears to be separable, it does not seem to be linearly separable, thus
the QDA did not perform well. For the RBF, the chosen parameters did not perform well.
We next examine if the model learned from a subset of motions can be extended to
unseen motions. We hypothesize that segment edge points share similarities across motions
(i.e., zero velocity crossings or rest poses) so that the classifier can generalize to motions
not included in the training set. In Figures 6.8 and 6.9, we provide the classification results
for each motion type for the SVM and k -NN classifiers together with PCA dimensionality
reduction, the top performing combinations from Tables 6.11 and 6.13, where the training
primitives were randomly selected, and the F1 score averaged over 100 trials. Half of the
94
total available primitives were selected in both cases, so 9 primitives for the full-segments
and 19 primitives for the half-segments. These results show that most motions, such as
left arm raise to 180◦ (LA180), can still perform well even if the motion has not been seen
in the training data. However, some movements, such as bowing (BOW) and squatting
(SQ) do not generalize well if they are not included in the training set. This suggests some
degree of classifier generalizability, which does not extend to all novel motions.
The misclassified data points generally fall into one of several categories: (1) ground
truth labelling error from incorrect labels, or overlap in motion segments, leading to mis-
alignment between the ground truth data and the algorithmic segment edge points, (2)
classifier only being able to generalize into motions somewhat similar to the trained mo-
tions.
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The proposed work outperforms more computationally complex time series methods
[114], with a AccFSeg of 91%, compared to 75% achieved in [114], showing that classification
techniques are a promising approach for accurate online time-series segmentation.
6.4.2 Normalization
Four sets of data were generated:
1. Results for known exercises, where the Accbal score for primitives that were included
in the training set for UW, SJHCG, and TRI datasets were assessed.
2. Results for novel exercises, where the Accbal score for primitives that were not in-
cluded in the training set for UW, SJHCG, and TRI datasets were assessed.
3. PCA mapping analysis, where the impact of normalization and nstack on the resultant
PCA projection was examined to obtain insight on these variables.
4. Comparison to existing work, where the proposed algorithm was compared to ZVC
and HMM-based approaches.
Results for Known Exercises A 4-fold cross-validation was utilized to test inter-
participant generalization with exercises that appear in the training set (Table 6.15). The
same classifiers, trained only on healthy data, were used to test both the healthy and
rehabilitation datasets, using different pre-processing methods.
For healthy participants, removing the offset significantly improves the balanced accu-
racy, moving from 74% ± 26% to 91% ± 6%, an increase of 15% in accuracy and a drop
by a factor of 4 in the standard deviation. The offset removal allows motions that start at
different postures to appear more similar, thus improving accuracy. Normalizing without
using the scaling factor provided the best performance. The results also show that poor
normalization has a heavier impact on the precision scores when compared to recall scores,
suggesting a larger number of false segment edge point declarations.
The preprocessing techniques also resulted in a similar outcome for the SJHCG dataset,
where the offset normalization significantly improves the segmentation accuracy. Applying
the rectification alone led to performance degradation, but when combined with the other
normalization methods, up to 17% improvement can be observed.
The preprocessing techniques have the strongest impact on the TRI dataset. Rectifying
the data improved performance, but not as significantly as magnitude scaling the data.
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Magnitude scaling allows the patient datasets to look more similar to the training set,
allowing for improvements of over 17% in accuracy for some configurations. Combining all
three preprocessing steps improves performance on the TRI dataset to 85%. Offset removal
alone improves accuracy from 60% to 65%. Without normalization, precision scores are
very poor and achieve below 50%, while all 3 normalization methods increase precision
scores by 40% and recall scores by 35%.
Results for Novel Exercises The 4-fold training cross-validation was also applied to
novel exercises, where the test exercises were not included in the training set to test inter-
exercise generalization (Table 6.15). This test is important for clinical application because
if the algorithm can successfully generalize to exercises that were not explicitly included in
the training dataset, it reduces the amount of training data that must be provided. Table
6.15 shows that, without pre-processing, the novel exercises do not perform as well as the
known ones.
For healthy participants, the offset value removal is the most influential factor, im-
proving the accuracy by 13%. Scaling and rectification alone did not seem to impact the
accuracy significantly. However, with all three normalizations active, the accuracy is im-
proved by 18%. Similar to known exercises, the lack of proper normalization impacts the
precision scores more heavily than the recall scores, suggesting false positive segment edge
declarations.
For patient data, without normalization, the segmentation performance declines sig-
nificantly, but with offset value removal, scaling and rectification, the TRI novel exercise
approaches performance with the known exercises, at 85% to 83% for the known and novel
datasets, respectively. The most influential normalization is the offset and the scaling,
which allowed the TRI data to appear more similar to the healthy training data. Similar
results can be observed for the SJHCG novel exercises, where the reported accuracy was
89% and 88% for the known and novel motions, respectively. TRI precision score is very
low, 22%, when the normalization methods are not sufficient, but improves by 51% after
offset removal and magnitude scaling normalization.
PCA Mapping The PCA mapping of the data shows that the top PCs are composed
of the knee sagittal joint angle, the knee sagittal joint velocity, the hip sagittal joint angle,
the hip sagittal joint velocity, the hip abduction joint angle, and finally the hip abduction
joint velocity, which are the main features that change over time over all the datasets.
These PCs, under different configurations, can be seen in Figure 6.10.
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Table 6.15: 4-fold cross-validated classifier Accprecision, Accrecall, and Accbal performance
for known and novel exercises (Table 6.4). Three types of normalizations were examined:
offset value removal (off), magnitude scaling (sca), and rectification of the joint angle (abs).
Accprecision UW SJHCG TRI
Off Sca Abs Known Novel Known Novel Known Novel
0 0 0 57 ± 42 41 ± 31 69 ± 30 67 ± 20 43 ± 36 26 ± 31
0 0 1 58 ± 42 34 ± 26 58 ± 27 38 ± 20 42 ± 34 22 ± 24
0 1 0 63 ± 39 48 ± 33 71 ± 28 38 ± 19 47 ± 37 35 ± 36
0 1 1 64 ± 39 50 ± 30 68 ± 26 36 ± 17 44 ± 37 29 ± 33
1 0 0 84 ± 16 71 ± 24 76 ± 20 61 ± 16 51 ± 22 48 ± 20
1 0 1 84 ± 16 73 ± 22 73 ± 22 63 ± 16 52 ± 21 46 ± 18
1 1 0 78 ± 19 78 ± 18 82 ± 19 58 ± 15 69 ± 23 73 ± 22
1 1 1 86 ± 12 77 ± 17 85 ± 15 62 ± 14 73 ± 20 71 ± 21
Accrecall UW SJHCG TRI
Off Sca Abs Known Novel Known Novel Known Novel
0 0 0 62 ± 44 66 ± 41 71 ± 31 80 ± 26 56 ± 46 47 ± 48
0 0 1 63 ± 44 67 ± 41 87 ± 23 95 ± 11 59 ± 46 50 ± 49
0 1 0 69 ± 42 53 ± 38 74 ± 32 93 ± 11 47 ± 45 39 ± 45
0 1 1 70 ± 41 52 ± 35 80 ± 27 93 ± 09 48 ± 46 38 ± 45
1 0 0 91 ± 12 88 ± 16 91 ± 14 95 ± 09 98 ± 09 99 ± 08
1 0 1 92 ± 10 89 ± 15 91 ± 12 95 ± 10 99 ± 07 99 ± 05
1 1 0 90 ± 15 85 ± 15 84 ± 24 94 ± 10 90 ± 20 88 ± 21
1 1 1 90 ± 16 85 ± 15 86 ± 22 94 ± 11 91 ± 16 90 ± 18
Accbal UW SJHCG TRI
Off Sca Abs Known Novel Known Novel Known Novel
0 0 0 74 ± 26 69 ± 16 76 ± 16 84 ± 12 61 ± 22 51 ± 21
0 0 1 75 ± 26 64 ± 16 72 ± 17 70 ± 12 58 ± 21 46 ± 16
0 1 0 77 ± 25 70 ± 15 78 ± 17 71 ± 09 62 ± 21 57 ± 11
0 1 1 78 ± 25 67 ± 14 78 ± 16 69 ± 09 61 ± 20 54 ± 08
1 0 0 91 ± 06 84 ± 12 86 ± 12 88 ± 06 65 ± 16 60 ± 15
1 0 1 92 ± 05 86 ± 10 83 ± 13 89 ± 06 67 ± 16 58 ± 14
1 1 0 89 ± 10 87 ± 08 87 ± 12 86 ± 07 81 ± 15 83 ± 15
1 1 1 91 ± 07 87 ± 08 89 ± 11 88 ± 05 85 ± 12 83 ± 14
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For nstack = 0, the first PC contains the knee sagittal and hip sagittal joint velocity. The
second PC contains the knee sagittal and hip sagittal joint angles. These two PCs effectively
form a phase plot of these two different joints, emphasizing the cyclic characteristics of the
exercise movements.
For nstack = 15, PCA generates a similar looking projection, even though the input
feature has been embedded with temporally-offset data. This indicates that PCA is con-
structing linear combinations of the different joint angles and velocities, generating a space
analogous to the phase plot, but automatically incorporating multiple joints and short-term
temporal information.
Table 6.16 shows the classification accuracy of different nstack values. Smaller nstack
values, corresponding to less temporal information embedded at each timestep, led to a
decrease in accuracy. The accuracy difference between nstack = 15 used in Sections 6.4.2 and
6.4.2 and larger nstack values does not vary significantly or degraded slightly in accuracy,
due to the wider windows covering components of the trajectory that are both moving
and not moving. These results suggest that for the dataset examined, the window of 0.6
seconds provided by nstack = 15 is a suitable choice.
Comparison to Existing Work The velocity feature HMM (vfHMM) [134] was com-
pared to the proposed algorithm. It uses velocity crossings and peaks to identify potential
segments, then selects the best one based on HMM identification. In addition, a ZVC
algorithm [66] was also implemented, where velocity crossings indicated direction change
and thus segment points.
Joint angle data that had discontinuities, integration drift, or noisy recovery were re-
moved, as they caused the vfHMM training algorithm [134] to diverge. For the ZVC
algorithm [66], every second identified ZVC was used to create the segments. The single
point segments declared by the comparison algorithms were converted into p0 and p1 points
such that the balanced accuracy metric can be used for all algorithms. For this section,
the training and testing data of all three algorithms were normalized by offset removal and
magnitude normalization.
Table 6.17 indicates that the proposed algorithm outperforms both of the comparison
algorithms, especially in the recall scores. Both the vfHMM and ZVC methods rely on
velocity crossings to indicate crossing points, rather than learning the segment point lo-
cations from expert-labelled data. Human observers may define segments to lead or lag
the velocity crossing. These variations in the manual segments highlight the importance of
segment definition flexibility, where the proposed algorithm outperforms the two compar-
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(d) Rectified data, nstack = 15.
Figure 6.10: 4 plots of the training data, projected onto a 2D plane via PCA using the
projection matrix generated by the offset value removal and scaled training data. These
plots show the different PCs at different nstack values and rectification state. Note that
the scale between the left two figures and the right two figures are different. In all config-
urations, the first 4 PCs heavily weigh the knee sagittal and hip sagittal joint angles and
velocities, due to their high variance in the trajectories examined. Although not shown
here, the subsequent PCs weigh the hip abduction joint angle and velocity more heavily.
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Table 6.16: Classification Accprecision, Accrecall, and Accbal accuracy of testing data using
classifiers that have been normalized by using offset value removal, magnitude scaling and
rectification. The baseline is bolded and denoted as nstack = 15. Different nstack parameters
are examined. The results are separated into known and novel exercises, as denoted by
Table 6.4.
Accprecision UW SJHCG TRI
nstack Known Novel Known Novel Known Novel
0 74 ± 16 68 ± 17 77 ± 18 57 ± 13 71 ± 19 71 ± 21
5 81 ± 15 72 ± 17 81 ± 16 59 ± 14 72 ± 20 71 ± 21
10 84 ± 13 76 ± 17 82 ± 16 59 ± 13 72 ± 20 71 ± 21
15 86 ± 12 77 ± 17 85 ± 15 62 ± 14 73 ± 20 71 ± 21
30 84 ± 15 78 ± 19 81 ± 19 60 ± 14 73 ± 20 73 ± 21
Accrecall UW SJHCG TRI
nstack Known Novel Known Novel Known Novel
0 91 ± 16 91 ± 13 86 ± 23 93 ± 11 86 ± 24 85 ± 24
5 90 ± 15 88 ± 14 84 ± 24 92 ± 11 89 ± 18 88 ± 20
10 90 ± 14 85 ± 15 85 ± 23 94 ± 10 91 ± 17 89 ± 19
15 90 ± 16 85 ± 15 86 ± 22 94 ± 11 91 ± 16 90 ± 18
30 86 ± 23 86 ± 15 83 ± 24 90 ± 16 91 ± 17 89 ± 18
Accbal UW SJHCG TRI
nstack Known Novel Known Novel Known Novel
0 86 ± 08 86 ± 8 86 ± 11 86 ± 05 83 ± 13 82 ± 16
5 89 ± 07 87 ± 8 87 ± 11 87 ± 05 84 ± 12 82 ± 15
10 90 ± 07 87 ± 8 88 ± 11 87 ± 05 85 ± 12 83 ± 14
15 91 ± 07 87 ± 08 89 ± 11 88 ± 05 85 ± 12 83 ± 14
30 89 ± 11 87 ± 8 86 ± 13 86 ± 08 85 ± 12 83 ± 14
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ison works. In addition, the proposed approach can generalize to unseen exercises, while
vfHMM [134] requires a template for each motion.
Table 6.17: Classification Accprecision, Accrecall, and Accbal accuracy of the proposed algo-
rithm, compared against two other methods, the velocity feature HMM (vfHMM) and the
zero-velocity crossing (ZVC), using known exercises. The proposed method is bolded.
Accprecision UW SJHCG TRI
ZVC [66] 75 ± 21 70 ± 29 59 ± 30
vfHMM [134] 72 ± 29 67 ± 33 59 ± 35
PCA SVM 86 ± 12 85 ± 15 73 ± 20
Accrecall UW SJHCG TRI
ZVC [66] 48 ± 19 49 ± 25 50 ± 28
vfHMM [134] 45 ± 23 47 ± 26 59 ± 30
PCA SVM 90 ± 16 86 ± 22 92 ± 16
Accbal UW SJHCG TRI
ZVC [66] 71 ± 11 70 ± 15 67 ± 18
vfHMM [134] 69 ± 13 68 ± 16 70 ± 18
PCA SVM 91 ± 7 89 ± 11 85 ± 12
With suitable pre-processing, the classifier can generalize both to patient data and to
novel exercises, based on only a healthy participant training dataset.
6.4.3 Features
UWT Dataset
Four sets of data were generated:
1. Results for normalization, where the Accbal scores for different features under different
EMG-based normalization were examined.
2. Results for classification, where the Accbal scores of different classifiers were examined.
3. Results for LOMO, where one motion type was left out of the training set and cross-
validation was conducted.
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4. Results for LOPO, where one participant was left out of the training set and cross-
validation was conducted.
Results for UWT Normalization In the first experiment involving the UWT Dataset
(Table 6.1, UWT IG Normalize), two factors were examined: (1) EMG features, and (2)
normalization type: The EMG features specified in Section 5.4 were considered. The
calculations were performed over a sliding window of length 20 samples (0.067 sec) with a
window overlap of 10 samples (0.033 sec).
The influence of these factors on segmentation accuracy is reported in Table 6.18. These
results were generated by dividing the IG dataset into two folds of 5 participants each and
using each fold to train a separate classifier. Both classifiers were tested against the CR
dataset, and the averaged accuracy between the two classifiers was calculated. The table
reports the top 5 performing features according to segmentation Accbal. The top performing
features while using the threshold approach were the Teager energy (TE), waveform length
(WFL), mean absolute value (MAV), root mean square (RMS) + PIP (RP), and raw EMG
+ RMS + PIP (RRP). Other features examined generally require larger windows of the
EMG data to be available, and are not suitable for the temporal resolution required for
segmentation purposes. These features are denoted in Appendix B.
Table 6.18 shows that channel-wise normalization did not perform as well as the other
normalizations, while the other three normalization methods showed comparable results.
This is likely due to channel-wise normalization de-emphasizing individual channel differ-
ences in the EMG data between the different gestures. Similar results between normalized
and non-normalized data could indicate that these features are not sensitive to inter-
participant differences in the signal, leading to comparable results between the no normal-
ization case and the normalization cases. Although participant-based normalization did
not perform the best in Table 6.18, its performance was comparable to the other normal-
ization types, it requires the least amount of input from the participant while improving
the ability to handle large inter-personal variability, and will be used as the normalization
scheme in the rest of the EMG-based experiments.
Results for UWT Classifier In the second set of experiments with the UWT dataset
(Table 6.1, UWT Classifier), the best features from the UWT Normalization experiments
(TE, WFL, MAV, RP, and RPP) were used to evaluate the impact of classifier choice.
The results are summarized in Table 6.19. An illustration of the algorithm segmenting
the EMG features can be found in Figure 6.11. Similar to Table 6.18, Table 6.19 was
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Table 6.18: Accbal scores [%], reported for varying features, after channel, motion, partici-
pant or no normalization. The features reported are the top performing features, and are
as follows: the Teager energy (TE), waveform-length (WFL), mean absolute value (MAV),
the combined features of RMS EMG + inner-product (RP), and the combined features
of raw EMG + RMS EMG + inner-product (RRP). Highest Accbal in each normalization
type is bolded. The threshold classifier was used to generate this table, with nexp = 5.
Normalization
Features Channel Motion Participant None
TE 72 ± 04 74 ± 01 74 ± 01 74 ± 01
WFL 72 ± 07 76 ± 03 75 ± 02 76 ± 03
MAV 65 ± 12 71 ± 08 69 ± 09 69 ± 09
RP 73 ± 05 79 ± 00 78 ± 01 78 ± 00
RRP 72 ± 01 72 ± 01 72 ± 01 78 ± 00
Figure 6.11: Segmentation results of a participant performing a sequence of random hand
gestures, using EMG pairwise inner-product features. The blue rectangles denote the full-
motion manual segmentation boundaries. The blue and red lines at the top and bottom
denote the classifier p0 and p1 for ground truth (blue x) and algorithmic (red circle) seg-
mentation, respectively.
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generated by dividing the IG set into two subsets, training a classifier on each subset
and averaging the accuracy obtained by each classifier on the testing set. Table 6.19 shows
that ANN and QDA both performed comparatively, showing that both simple and complex
classifiers can perform well. In Table 6.18, the RP was shown to be the best performing
feature for participant normalized data, but was outperformed by other features in Table
6.19.
Table 6.19: Accbal scores [%], reported for varying classifiers and features. The top scoring
classifier from each classifier type is reported. The best performing features are mean
absolute value (MAV), and the RMS + inner-product (RP).
Rank Classifier Feature Accuracy
1 ANN, 102 MAV 83 ± 6
2 QDA MAV 81 ± 7
3 SVM, linear WFL 81 ± 5
4 LDA RP 80 ± 6
5 k -NN, 3 MAV 78 ± 7
6 Threshold RP 78 ± 9
Results for UWT LOMO Table 6.20 reports the inter-gesture generalization results,
where the gesture under inspection was left out of the IG dataset using leave-one-motion-
out (LOMO) cross validation. The training data was generated from the same participant
as the observation data, and the Accbal scores were averaged across all participants. The
best performing classifier from Table 6.19, the ANN, was used for this test.
From Table 6.20, it can be observed that all features tend to perform similarly, with the
exception of RRP. Of all the assessed features, RRP contains 44 (8 from raw EMG, 8 from
RMS EMG and 28 from the PIP) elements, which is the largest number of elements. The
PCA reduction of RRP features might have resulted in overfitting to the training data.
Table 6.20 also provides insight into the generalizability of the proposed approach to
unseen motions. Table 6.20 suggests that the classifier is able to generalize to most new
motions. This is a major potential advantage of the proposed approach, eliminating the
need for having a fixed set of a priori specified motions. However, some motions, such
as the fist motion, do not generalize well, and would need to be explicitly included in the
training set to improve the segmentation performance.
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Results for UWT LOPO To evaluate the generalizability of the learned classifier to
participants unseen during training, Table 6.21 was generated by leaving one-participant-
out (LOPO) of the training IG dataset, and testing against the data of that individual
from the CR dataset. This cross-validation shows that, for most participants, excellent
generalization performance is achieved, with classification results comparable to the case
when their data is included in the training set. However, for some participants, e.g.,
participant 9, lower accuracy scores are observed when they are left out, suggesting that
their EMG data differs from the other participants. See Figure 6.12 for a comparison
between participant 4 and 9. An examination into the movements of participant 9 revealed
higher variance in both movement and resting postures, as well as significant differences
in the EMG data between these two participants and the other participants, thus causing
a degradation in the segmentation performance. Even when participant 9 is included in
the training set, the classifier accuracy does not increase, which suggests differences in the
way the gestures were performed between the IG and the CR data for this participant.
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(a) Participant 4, performing pointing with index
(23 - 25 sec), pointing with index and middle (26
- 27.5 sec) and paddle out (28.5 - 30.5 sec). This
participant obtained a high LOPO score.
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(b) Participant 9, performing 3 instances of pointing
with index and middle (7 - 10.5 sec, 11 - 13.5 sec,
14 - 16 sec). Note the dissimilarity between the two
participant’s motions.
Figure 6.12: Segmentation results of two participants performing a random sequence of
hand gestures, with the WFL feature. The blue rectangles denote the manual segmentation
boundaries. The blue and red lines at the top and bottom denote the classifier p0 and p1
for ground truth (blue x) and algorithmic (red o) segmentation, respectively. The coloured
waveforms correspond to different EMG channels and feature elements.
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From Tables 6.19, 6.20 and 6.21, it can be observed that different features achieved
the highest balanced accuracy score, suggesting that different combinations of features and
classifiers can perform well in different situations. The best feature across all three tables
is the MAV, achieving 82.9% accuracy with the ANN classifier, 86.5% with finger spread
in the LOMO test, as well as achieving 91.4% with participant 5 in the LOPO test. This
could be due to the fact that the MAV removes the high frequency variations and abrupt
changes in the signals, whereas features such as RMS may amplify these fluctuations
URFI Dataset
One set of data was generated:
1. Results for different features, where the Accbal scores for features generated from
different sensor modalities were examined.
Figure 6.13 illustrates the segmentation results using different features. As can be
observed from the figure, different features generate differing signal profiles with respect
to the manually defined segments. Data obtained from the kinematic measurements (joint
position and angle) is much less noisy compared to data obtained from the force plates
(GRF and COP), with joint torque lying in between. Kinematic data and GRF data align
temporally with the manually defined segments, while joint torque activations trail the start
of a manually defined segment, and precede the end of a manually defined segment. This is
due to the fact that the manual segments were generated from the joint angles. As seen in
Figures 6.13a-6.13b, while the joint angles of the participant are still moving to complete
the squat, the torques approach zero, likely due to the use of passive dynamics to complete
the motion. For COP, slight movements or shifts in posture are more pronounced when
compared to joint angles, so minor deviations from the rest posture or small movements
between repetitions in joint angle space resulted in large magnitude differences in COP
space, and led to accuracy degradation. These differences in feature behaviour led to an
accuracy penalty for the dynamic features when compared to the kinematic ones.
Figure 6.14 shows how segmentation results are impacted by magnitude normalization,
initial value normalization, and the choice of input features. As expected, features that
are impacted by inter-participant effects, such as height and weight, can improve signifi-
cantly after normalization. For joint position and GRF data, initial value normalization
increases the accuracy mean and decreases the standard deviation, resulting in improve-
ment. For these features, the feature values at rest are heavily influenced by participant
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(a) Normalized joint angle data.
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(b) Normalized joint torque data.
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(c) Normalized GRF data.
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(d) Normalized COP data.
Figure 6.13: Segmented squat motion using joint angles, torques, GRF, and COP, as input
features. Blue boxes denote manual segment boundaries. Points at the bottom are ground
truth (red) and algorithmic (blue) points denoted as p0, while points at the top are p1
points.
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kinematic/dynamic parameters, and the normalization process reduces this effect. Initial
value normalization also improved joint angle accuracy as the initial body joint angles are
not consistent between each participant. Some participants chose to start in a fully straight
standing posture, while others were hunched over with bent knees in preparation to start
the squat. For joint position, angle, and GRF data, magnitude normalization does not
provide an additional boost in performance, likely due to the fact that there was not much
motion performance variability within this healthy participant dataset. The opposite is
observed in the torque data, where magnitude normalization significantly improved the
segmentation accuracy, likely due to the fact that torque was always small or zero at the
start of the segment, therefore not providing a suitable normalization constant, as can be
observed in Figure 6.13b. With the proper normalization, all features achieve over 80%
accuracy.
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Figure 6.14: Balanced accuracy results for varying initial value (init) and magnitude (mag)
normalization, and input features, with nstack = 10, nexp = 5, and full-segment definition.
The five features considered were motion capture joint position (moc), COP, GRF, torque
(tor), and angles (ang), combined with their respective derivatives.
Features computed by differentiation of the measured data showed less benefit from
normalization, as the differentiation process leaves only relative data, instead of absolute
data. In general, the differentiated signals outperform the base features. However, seg-
ment point characteristics can be a function of both the absolute features and the relative
features, which is reflected in the combined base and differentiated features outperforming
individual features.
With the appropriate normalization, joint position, angles, and GRF perform similarly.
These results indicate that features that require a significant amount of processing, such
as joint angle and torque, do not necessarily outperform raw sensor data such as motion
capture joint position and GRF. Employing inverse kinematics and dynamics to calculate
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joint angles and torques is computationally expensive and requires the specification of a
kinematic/dynamic model, as well as the identification of participant-specific kinematic
and dynamic parameters, which may be difficult to obtain [14]. The ability to segment
accurately without the need for detailed kinematic and dynamic models, as implied by
these results, is promising for enabling applications where participants have significant
variations in body morphology, such as rehabilitation.
The remaining parameter variations tested did not result in major accuracy differences.
Half-segments resulted in lower accuracy for non-kinematic data, but not significantly. A
half segment point, which corresponds to a pause in the movement in the kinematic data,
does not correspond to a meaningful point for the dynamic features. Variations in nstack
generally improved accuracy by a small factor, as more temporal data was included into
the classifier’s consideration. Increases in nexp had no significant influence on kinematic
feature accuracy, but adversely impacted the dynamic feature accuracy. Kinematic features
generally changed gradually around the segment boundaries, while the dynamic features
changed more rapidly, thus the classifier with high nexp had more difficulty extracting
characteristics unique to the segment points. Rectification also had minimal effect, likely
because only a single motion type was examined.
6.5 Discussion
6.5.1 Impact of Classifiers
From Tables 6.10, 6.13, 6.14, 6.11, and 6.12, it can be seen that PCA plays a strong role
in extracting the key features to obtain a strong segmentation accuracy. In the classifier
combinations examined, PCA SVM and PCA ANN typically perform equally or outper-
form SVM and ANN without PCA. It is worth noting that k -NN performance appears
uninfluenced by PCA, but k -NN also requires much more testing time (Tables 6.6 and 6.8)
when compared to SVM and ANN, making it difficult to justify the use of k -NN if online
operations is required. The PCA analysis in Figure 6.10 suggests that PCA is consistent
in selecting combinations of the important moving joints, which means PCA is not only
reducing the dimensionality for faster computation, it is also facilitating high accuracy
when the feature set is altered by factors such as nstack.
In a majority of the joint angle-based studies, SVM consistently ranks top as a base
classifier (Tables 6.10 and 6.11), while ANN outperforms with EMG data (Table 6.19).
Since SVM with radial kernel outperforms SVM with linear kernel, it suggests that a
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linear decision hyperplane is not suitable, and while ANN outperforms with EMG data,
SVM seems to be a good default algorithm for segmentation.
Lastly, aggregators did not seem to influence the segmentation accuracy and served
only to increase the computation time required (Table 6.9). This is likely due to Gaussian
sampling (Section 6.2.1) selecting non-segment points closer to the segmentation boundary
for training. These results suggest that the training data sampling scheme is sufficient,
since the sampling scheme emphasizes the p0 points close to the p1, which are likely to
have a higher chance of misclassification.
6.5.2 Impact of Normalization
While the proposed method is designed to automatically extract segment edge features,
machine learning approaches can be sensitive to input feature scaling. The results show
that the normalization allows the healthy and the rehabilitation data to appear more similar
(Section 6.4.2), and the temporal stacking and PCA selected a suitable linear combination
of features that provide good separability for high segmentation accuracy (Section 6.4.2).
Most importantly, the classifier trained on healthy data generalizes both to patient data
and unseen exercises, demonstrating the utility and flexibility of the proposed approach
for clinical use.
6.5.3 Impact of Feature Sets
For both the EMG-based studies (Figure 6.12) and the force plate-based studies (Figure
6.13, the manual segments were creating using kinematic data. An examination into the
figures produced by these two sets of experiments suggest that, although the segmentation
accuracy scored above 80%, the manual segments does not line up with the motion from
the EMG or the force plate as well as the joint angles. This suggests that kinematic and
dynamic trajectories differ, likely because small motions in kinematic space are difficult to
notice until the motion is substantial, or due to the use of passive dynamics and gravity
to assist the motion. These findings suggests that each modality may potentially perform
with higher accuracy with manual segments tailored to the modality itself.
6.5.4 Healthy and Patient Data Comparison
The results show that the pre-processing plays a key role in enabling generalization from
healthy to patient data, due to a number of differences between the two. Magnitude
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differences can be observed between healthy data and patient data. Patients tend to
move more slowly with smaller amplitude, when compared to healthy participants. This
is illustrated in Figure 6.15 as phase plots, showing both healthy and patient data. In
this figure, intra-participant variance is shown to be significant, even within the same
healthy participant when the data is collected within a short time period. This difference
is magnified between healthy and patient data as the patient data is both smaller in
magnitude and noisier. However, as the patient’s condition improves over time, the phase
plot also begins to look more similar to the healthy data.
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Beyond movement differences, data collection differences also exist between healthy
and rehabilitation participants. In general, healthy data was collected in a controlled
environment without any obstacles. In contrast, the rehabilitation patient is in an envi-
ronment filled with training and support equipment. Healthy participants are more likely
to understand the exercise better, and can reproduce the exercise more accurately. For
accelerometers, joint angle recovery with the Kalman filter [133] assumes that the sensors
are rigidly attached to the limb. While this is not a problem for healthy participants,
the sensors cannot be attached as tightly to joint replacement patients due to concerns
about pain. Sensor placements are also less exact due to the need to avoid surgical sites,
bandages, weights, and slings, and may be displaced during movement. Rehabilitation
patients are also typically in a more frail state, and may suffer from osteoarthritis, which
impacts movement and stability, or obesity and post-surgical swelling and bleeding, which
can cause an increase in soft tissue movement [59]. Joint compensation [59], where the
patient moves joints other than the prescribed ones to meet the same end-effector goals,
due to pain or soreness, is another major problem. Patient data also varies widely due to
prescribed patient-specific exercise modifications such as support slings or weights. These
differences emphasize the need to perform data validation against both healthy and reha-
bilitation data.
Reformulating the segmentation problem as a classification problem simplifies the task
and allows for machine learning techniques to be used to automatically extract segmen-
tation boundaries without hand crafted features. The various normalization techniques
investigated allowed for the healthy template to generalize to both participants and exer-
cises unseen during training, even though the healthy and rehabilitation participants were
shown to have very different movement patterns.
6.6 Summary
This chapter proposed a classifier-based segmentation method that recasts the time-series
segmentation problem into a 2-class classification problem. The proposed approach allows
for segment edge characteristics to be automatically extracted by the machine learning
approach instead of relying on hand crafted features. A series of experiments was performed
to determine the best configuration for the algorithm and to validate it with several different
datasets. From these experiments, the proposed approach was shown to generalize from
healthy participant data to rehabilitation participant data, from known primitives to novel
primitives, and demonstrated high accuracy over different sensor modalities and feature
sets.
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To determine the optimal combination of dimensionality reduction, classifier, and ag-
gregator components, different combinations were systematically tested using 3 different
datasets. With the UW dataset, consisting of 30 healthy participants performing 5 prim-
itives, PCA SVM resulted in the best performance at F1 = 97%. For the UT dataset,
consisting of 1 healthy participant performing 45 primitives, PCA k -NN performed best
at F1 = 97%. For the UWT dataset, consisting of EMG data of 8 participants performing
9 primitives, PCA ANN performed best at Accbal = 83%. These results show that while
PCA is important to obtain high accuracy, different base classifiers perform optimally while
testing against different datasets.
For a given algorithm configuration, classification accuracy is also dependent on the
input feature set. Feature normalization to allow datasets to appear more similar can
greatly improve generalization from healthy data to rehabilitation patient data. 3 different
datasets were examined. The UW dataset was once again used, in order to provide the
training data and baseline healthy data segmentation accuracy. SJHCG and TRI datasets,
consisting of a wide range of total joint replacement patients, were used to validate gen-
eralization. Using initial offset removal, magnitude normalization, and rectification, the
proposed method achieved Accbal = 85-92% on known primitives and Accbal = 83-87% on
novel primitives. The proposed approach compares positively to previous work.
Lastly, to demonstrate algorithm generalizability, different sensor modalities and fea-
tures were examined. A majority of segmentation algorithms rely on joint position and
angles, but few have examined dynamics features such as ground reaction force. With
proper normalization, the segmentation algorithm achieves 80+% on all features exam-
ined. It was found that joint angle, GRF, and motion capture joint position obtained the
best results. This finding indicates that, with appropriate normalization, accurate seg-
mentation can be achieved without the need for accurate and time-consuming individual
participant kinematic and dynamic modelling.
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Chapter 7
Segmentation based on Inverse
Optimal Control
7.1 Introduction
The central nervous system, as the controller of the body, can choose from an unlimited
number of joint trajectories in order to carry out an action. However, literature in human
motor control over the last three decades has shown that the joint trajectory variance is
limited to a much smaller subset, likely due to the fact that the motor system utilizes
an optimization strategy to generate the movements [6, 65]. Studies in biomechanics and
human motion analysis have proposed many possible cost functions that may be used by
the motor system during optimization, such as minimizing time, jerk, or energy, and have
shown that the cost function used may differ from task to task [213].
Existing works in IOC typically segment continuous movement into discrete motion
primitives before the IOC analysis is applied, and assume that the cost function does not
change over the duration of a single primitive. However, a continuous movement sequence
may consist of multiple motion primitives, and each primitive may not necessarily share
a common cost function. This thesis proposes that if the cost function can be estimated
as a function of the motion data, then a change in the cost function may be used as an
indication that the motion primitive being performed has changed, and be used to segment
the motion. To achieve this, a sliding window over the trajectory data is used to determine
the basis weights of the cost function using IOC. The basis weights are temporally filtered
to form a time varying feature of the motion trajectory. A threshold can be applied to this
feature to perform motion segmentation.
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This thesis hypothesizes that the human motion trajectory cost function can be rep-
resented as a weighted sum of basis functions and applies IOC to a sliding window over
observation data to recover the weights of the windowed trajectory. The weight vector at
a given timestep is calculated as the average of all the windows that include that timestep
and also have sufficiently low KKT error residual. Motion segmentation is performed on the
recovered weights to segment the continuous time series trajectory into discrete actions1.
7.2 Algorithm
The cost function J(x) that is minimized to generate a given motion is modelled as a
weighted sum of basis cost functions Jbf (x):
J(x) =
nbf∑
i=0
ciJbf,i(x) (7.1)
where x is the variable that is manipulated to minimize the cost. The KKT approach
[169, 63] is used to determine the basis weights c of the observed trajectory, velocity, and
acceleration, which are collectively denoted as Qobs = [qobs; q˙obs; q¨obs]. Previous studies
assume that the motion trajectory is segmented [22, 209] or that the motion consists of a
single motion primitive or cost function [154, 179]. To the authors’ knowledge, this thesis
is the first to remove the above assumptions. Instead, IOC is performed sequentially over
sliding windows over the time series data. A change in the basis function weights is used
to determine when the motion objective has changed, indicating a segment point. The
approximate IOC method proposed in [169] is adapted to allow for changing basis weights
by handling windows of arbitrary length and rejecting degenerate estimates.
This section describes two components of the trajectory optimization framework: TO,
where c is known and Qobs is to be generated, and IOC, where Qobs is known, and c is to
be estimated. The IOC estimates the basis weights cˆ based on Qobs, or parts of Qobs, while
the TO is used to generate simulation data and determine goodness-of-fit by comparing
Qobs to its estimate qˆobs as generated by cˆ.
1Portions of this work has been published in the IEEE-RAS International Conference on Humanoid
Robots [128].
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7.2.1 Trajectory Representation
The trajectories in this chapter are represented as piecewise 5th order polynomials, where
each individual polynomial is a spline of the form qp = p5t
5 + p4t
4 + p3t
3 + p2t
2 + p1t+ p0.
The spline is used to reduce the problem dimensionality by allowing modelling to occur on
the spline control knots instead of the full trajectory, and to avoid bias in estimation [169].
It also allows for the trajectory derivatives to be estimated analytically.
Given the set of splining control knot locations tck, joint angles qck = q(tck), velocities
q˙ck = q˙(tck), and accelerations q¨ck = q¨(tck), a polynomial is constructed between each
pair of knots. The coefficients for the 5th order polynomial between control knot tck,k and
tck,k+1 are found by constructing a variation of the Vandermonde matrix V [204]:
V =

t5k t
4
k t
3
k t
2
k t
1
k 1
5t4k 4t
3
k 3t
2
k 2t
1
k 1 0
20t3k 12t
2
k 6t
1
k 2 0 0
t5k+1 t
4
k+1 t
3
k+1 t
2
k+1 t
1
k+1 1
5t4k+1 4t
3
k+1 3t
2
k+1 2t
1
k+1 1 0
20t3k+1 12t
2
k+1 6t
1
k+1 2 0 0

qc =
[
qk q˙k q¨k qk+1 q˙k+1 q¨k+1
]
p = Vqc
−1 (7.2)
where p are the coefficients of the polynomial and the control knot subscript was removed
for brevity (i.e. tk = tck,k). The number of control knots is a fixed value, and the control
knots are evenly distributed in the window.
In this application, the piecewise polynomial is preferred over the B-spline method since
the piecewise polynomial is a local splining technique and allows for arbitrary addition and
removal of control knot points without changing the trajectory in other parts of the spline.
B-spline is a global splining method, meaning that the generated trajectory is affected
by the presence of all control knot points, which is not suitable for an application where
arbitrary window length and location are needed.
7.2.2 Trajectory Optimization
Given c and tck, the goal of TO is to generate the qck, q˙ck, and q¨ck that minimize J(x).
These control knots, when optimized (denoted as q∗ck), are used to generate a spline that
approximates the optimal trajectory Qobs = sp(q
∗
ck, q˙
∗
ck, q¨
∗
ck). The general form of the
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constrained optimization problem is as follows:
min
x
J(x) ∈ h(x) = 0, g(x) ≤ 0 (7.3)
where h(x) are the equality constraints, and g(x) are the inequality constraints. The TO
problem is obtained by modifying Equation 7.3 into:
min
x=qck,q˙ck,q¨ck
J(x) =
nbf∑
i=0
ciJbf,i(Qobs) (7.4)
∈ h(x) =

q(tconst,q) = qconst
q˙(tconst,dq) = q˙const
q¨(tconst,ddq) = q¨const
where qconst, q˙const, and q¨const denote the joint position, velocity, and acceleration con-
straints, respectively, and tconst,q, tconst,dq, tconst,ddq refer to their corresponding time
points. These constraints form the equality constraints h(x) of the system. This thesis
does not include any inequality constraints g(x), but potential inequality constraints can
include joint and torque limits. The basis functions are then normalized by taking the
average basis function value over all the subjects in a given dataset.
To solve the TO problem, the interior point optimization method is used [40]. An initial
trajectory is created by a 5th order polynomial, constrained for starting and ending q, q˙,
and q¨. The joint angles at tck are extracted from this trajectory and used to initialize
q(tck). At each optimization step, qck, q˙ck, and q¨ck are used to create the spline, then
all the features needed to calculate Jbf are determined. After the Jbf calculations, Jbf is
normalized by the mean value over all Jbf for a given dataset.
7.2.3 Inverse Optimal Control
In the IOC problem, qck is known, and c must be estimated. To achieve this, the IOC is
formulated as an inverse KKT problem [98, 179, 169, 63]. By minimizing the residuals of
the KKT equations, a near-optimal solution can be found (Figure 7.1).
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Given the problem formulation in Equation 7.4, the KKT Lagrangian L(x = qck, q˙ck, q¨ck)
and its gradient ∇xL(x) are defined as:
L(x) =
nbf∑
i=0
cˆiJbf,i(Qobs) +
nh∑
j=0
λjhj(Qobs)
∇xL(x) =
nbf∑
i=0
cˆi∇xJbf,i(Qobs) +
nh∑
j=0
λj∇xhj(Qobs)
where the partial differential of the gradient ∇x is calculated with respect to the state vari-
ables qck, q˙ck, and q¨ck, λ are the Lagrangian multipliers on h(x), and Qobs is constructed
from the spline representation of the trajectory. The condition that must be met to ensure
optimality is:
∇xL(Qobs) = 0 (7.5)
If it is assumed that the system is not strictly optimal, but rather only approximately
optimal [98], then Equation 7.6 is minimized but is not strictly zero:
min
cˆ,λ
∇xL(Qobs) (7.6)
∈ cˆ ≥ 0
Since the KKT equations are linear with respect to the unknown variables cˆ and λ, Equa-
tion 7.6 can be written as a least square problem in the form of Az, as shown in Figure
7.2, and solved computationally efficiently. To solve this constrained linear least squares
problem, the active set method is used [73]. The gradient is calculated numerically.
In order to prevent trivial solutions, one of the values of cˆ must be set to a non-zero
value. This term, denoted as the pivot, may be selected with some prior knowledge of the
nature of the cost functions [169]. In this thesis, no prior knowledge is assumed, so all
basis functions are used as the pivot, and the best fit is selected by selecting the entry with
the smallest KKT error residual. To construct the pivot bi, the i
th column of A0, ci is
constrained to be 1.
To allow for proper comparison between the different pivots, the IOC basis weights are
normalized by dividing all the recovered weights cˆ by
∑
cˆ. The normalized weights are
then used to calculate the residual norm again, which has the effect of scaling the residual
norm by
∑
cˆ.
The IOC process is applied on a sliding window of arbitrary length over the Qobs to
recover the cˆ of the trajectory over that window. Depending on the size and location of the
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A0 =
[∇xJbf,1 ∇xJbf,2 · · · ∇xh1 ∇xh2 · · ·]
=

∂(Jbf,1)
∂(qd=1,ck=1)
∂(Jbf,2)
∂(qd=1,ck=1)
· · · ∂(h1)
∂(qd=1,ck=1)
∂(h2)
∂(qd=1,ck=1)
· · ·
∂(Jbf,1)
∂(qd=2,ck=1)
∂(Jbf,2)
∂(qd=2,ck=1)
· · · ∂(h1)
∂(qd=2,ck=1)
∂(h2)
∂(qd=2,ck=1)
· · ·
...
... · · · ... ... · · ·
∂(Jbf,1)
∂(qd=nd,ck=nck )
∂(Jbf,2)
∂(qd=nd,ck=nck )
· · · ∂(h1)
∂(qd=nd,ck=nck )
∂(h2)
∂(qd=nd,ck=nck )
· · ·
...
... · · · ... ... · · ·
∂(Jbf,1)
∂(q˙d=nd,ck=nck )
∂(Jbf,2)
∂(q˙d=nd,ck=nck )
· · · ∂(h1)
∂(q˙d=nd,ck=nck )
∂(h2)
∂(q˙d=nd,ck=nck )
· · ·
...
... · · · ... ... · · ·
∂(Jbf,1)
∂(q¨d=nd,ck=nck )
∂(Jbf,2)
∂(q¨d=nd,ck=nck )
· · · ∂(h1)
∂(q¨d=nd,ck=nck )
∂(h2)
∂(q¨d=nd,ck=nck )
· · ·

z0 =
[
cˆ1 cˆ2 · · · λ1 λ2 · · ·
]T
Figure 7.2: Formulation of the least squares problem for the IOC. A0 denotes the gradient,
differentiated against the kth control knot point and dth DOF, before the array is split and
the pivot basis function is extracted. z0 denotes the variables to recover.
window in the time series data stream, it may not be possible to recover the weights, leading
to a degenerate solution. In these cases, the error residual from Equation 7.6 is very high,
and typically corresponds to a negative cˆ if the c ≥ 0 optimization constraint in Equation
7.6 is relaxed. To detect these degenerate solutions, the residual norm ||Aizi +bi||22 can be
checked as an indicator of the quality of the cˆ estimates. Once the pivot has been selected,
the trajectory qˆobs corresponding to cˆ can be generated via TO if RMSE is required.
7.2.4 Threshold Segmentation
When the observed data moves from one task to another, the hypothesis is that the con-
troller, and thus the basis function weights, would change to reflect the change in the task.
Segmentation is performed by examining each basis weight profile and varying a threshold.
If the weight at time t is above the threshold, then it is assigned a label of p1. Otherwise,
it is assigned a label of p0. The threshold that obtained the highest match between this
method and the the ground truth data is retained. This procedure is repeated with p1
label occurring if the weight is below the threshold, and over all the basis weight types.
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7.2.5 Analysis via the Segmentation Framework
This algorithm can be analyzed via the segmentation framework proposed in Section 3.
Segment definition.
The segment definition is specified by domain experts in physiotherapy. The defini-
tion specifies that an extension and a flexion movement makes one segment.
Data collection.
The primary sensor modality used is motion capture, with the derived feature set of
joint angles.
The source and target populations for the training and testing are healthy partici-
pants performing exercise data. The manual segment data are sourced from human
observers from video playback.
Application specific requirements.
To meet the target application of physiotherapy, the algorithm must be able to handle
inter-participant and inter-primitive variability. While typical clinical applications
require online testing performance, the proposed algorithm is currently in an early
prototyping stage and thus the training or testing time requirements are relaxed.
Algorithm design.
The sensor data is converted to joint angles using inverse kinematics. Other necessary
features are then calculated using forward dynamics.
This algorithm is categorized as a sliding window oﬄine unsupervised segmentation
technique. There is no training component, while testing is oﬄine. This algorithm
has no segment identification component. The algorithm classifies between motion
and non-motion time points.
Verification.
This algorithm is validated with healthy datasets. Accprecision, Accrecall, and Accbal
accuracy measures are used with classification by data point labels to produce the
segmentation accuracy.
7.3 Experiments
Two sets of experiments were ran to verify the algorithm, in order to verify that a trajectory
generated by TO can successfully have its basis weights recovered by IOC using simulation
data, and to examine the segmentation accuracy of the IOC weights with real data.
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All processing and algorithm implementation were done in MATLAB 8.0 [212].
7.3.1 Simulation
The first set of experiments utilize TO to generate repetitions of a given exercise using TO
and a given set of basis function weights, then recover the weights using IOC. However,
with real life data, the length of trajectory that shares a common cost function is uncertain,
so simulation testing must be done where TO window length is different than IOC window
length to verify that the weights can be properly recovered.
In simulation, degenerate cases can be detected by comparing the estimated cˆ against
the ground truth c used to generate the test trajectory. For human data, there is no way to
determine the ground truth c to verify cˆ. Therefore, the residual norm thresholds, which
will change according to the Jbf normalization values, are tuned using the simulation data.
To generate the trajectory, TO was used to generate a set of Qobs with a known set of c
values. Multiple repetitions of a squat or hip extension task were simulated by minimizing
Jddq, Jddx, and Jtau (Table 7.1), or a weighted sum of all three criteria. Each repetition had
9 h(x) constraints, corresponding to the position, velocity, and acceleration constraints for
3 key poses during the task: standing, squatting or hip extension, then standing again,
placed at the start, middle, and end of the TO trajectory (Figure 7.3). Each repetition
had a duration of 2 s. Qobs was modelled as a 3 DOF system, corresponding to the ankle
qankle, knee qknee, and hip qhip.
Algorithm Settings
For IOC reconstruction, nck was set to 5 points every 1 s, evenly distributed over Qobs. A
sliding window of width 2 s, incrementing by 0.2 s, was passed over the trajectory. h(x)
constraints were set so that the joint position, velocity, and acceleration constraints were
placed at the start, middle, and end of the IOC window such that they coincided with
nck points. The IOC pivot that resulted in the smallest residual was selected as the most
suitable pivot.
All features were calculated from the joint angle measurements. Angular acceleration
q¨ and jerk
...
q values were calculated from the derivatives of the joint angle spline. The
Cartesian acceleration x¨ values were calculated via forward kinematics, while the Cartesian
jerk
...
x values were calculated from numerical differentiation of the Cartesian acceleration.
Torque τ values were calculated using anthropometric table [60] data for the dynamic
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Figure 7.3: Generation of the simulation squat TO. The first and third set of h(x) con-
straints denote the standing position, where the q are set to simulate a standing person,
and the second set of h(x) constraints denote the squatting position. All h(x) constraints
corresponding to the q˙ and q¨ are zero, denoting a stationary person at the key poses.
Table 7.1: Basis functions used for simulation.
Basis function Definition
Angular acceleration (ddq) Jddq =
nd∑
d
T∑
t
q¨2d,t
Cartesian acceleration (ddx) Jddx =
T∑
t
x¨2nd,t
Torque (tau) Jtau =
nd∑
d
T∑
t
τ 2d,t
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parameters and inverse dynamics through Symoro [99]. Torque change τ˙ and effort τ¨
values were obtained from numerical differentiation.
Visual inspection was used to confirm a match between the original TO weights and the
IOC reconstructed weights. Windows of inaccurate weight reconstructions were removed
by adjusting the residual norm threshold to tune the residual norm threshold value.
7.3.2 Human Data
The second set of experiments applied the IOC algorithm to recover weights of human
data. 2 datasets were considered, the UW and the URFI datasets. With human motion
data, we are uncertain if the basis functions proposed in the literature are comprehensive
as missing basis functions will lead to poor reconstruction. Human data is also noisy, and
may require filtering, which can change the trajectory and impact the IOC results.
Datasets
The first dataset considered for this experiment set was the URFI dataset, using the joint
angles and velocities calculated from the motion capture data. The URFI dataset contains
a single exercise performed with instruction, resulting in motion that was very similar
between the different participants. This forms a simple baseline for the IOC recovery due
to the simplicity of the dataset.
The second dataset examined in this experiment set was the UW dataset, using the
joint angles and velocities calculated from the motion capture data. The UW dataset
contains the data of 30 participants performing a variety of exercises, and thus serves to
test the algorithm’s ability to generalize. The UW dataset was split into two sub-datasets,
where one set used the ankle-to-hip (denote as UW ankle or ankle-first) kinematic chain,
while the other was a hip-to-ankle (denote as UW hip or hip-first) chain, due to the nature
of the motions being modelled.
The feature calculation and IOC basis weight recovery are identical to the simulation
approach described in Section 7.3.1. The basis functions used for the human testing [22]
can be found in Table 7.2. Although the basis functions in this thesis were chosen using the
set recommended by Berret et al. [22], which is based on upper body tasks, the chosen basis
functions have been applied to lower-body motion as well, including joint and end-effector
kinematics [103, 53, 172], joint torque [191, 155, 197, 103, 53] and its higher derivatives
[197], and power [38, 103].
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Table 7.2: Basis functions used for human data testing [22], summed over all nd DOFs and
T time. M denotes the inertial matrix.
Basis function Definition
Angular acceleration (ddq) Jddq =
nd∑
d
T∑
t
q¨2d,t
Angular jerk (dddq) Jdddq =
nd∑
d
T∑
t
...
q 2
d,t
Cartesian jerk (dddx) Jdddx =
T∑
t
...
x 2nd,t
Torque (tau) Jtau =
nd∑
d
T∑
t
τ 2d,t
Torque change (dtau) Jdtau =
nd∑
d
T∑
t
τ˙ 2d,t
Torque effort (ddtau) Jddtau =
nd∑
d
T∑
t
τ¨ 2d,t
Kinetic energy (en) Jen =
nd∑
d
T∑
t
q˙d,tM(q)q˙d,t
Power Jpower =
nd∑
d
T∑
t
(q˙d,tτd,t)
2
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The ground truth of the segmentation is generated as follows: each data point is as-
signed a label. If it is within a manual segment, then the label is p1. If it is not within a
manual segment, then the label is p0. These results were then compared to the algorithmic
segment labels.
The validation metric used was the Accbal.
7.4 Results
7.4.1 Simulation
Two sets of results were generated:
1. Residual norm thresholds obtained by selecting a threshold that removed all incor-
rectly reconstructed windows.
2. Recovered basis weights from simulated TO trajectories.
Experiments with the simulation data show that degenerate situations can occur in
two different cases. The first case is if the basis functions hypothesized during IOC do
not correspond to the cost function used to generate the motion. This leads to an A0
matrix that does not provide the correct basis functions that can sufficiently minimize
Equation 7.6 and leads to a high residual norm value. These cases can be rejected by
the residual norm threshold test if properly tuned (Figure 7.4), and be used to produce
threshold values for the human data testing (Table 7.3). See Figure 7.5 for examples of
the simulation reconstruction.
The second case is if the windowed part of the trajectory does not provide sufficient
information for the IOC model. This could happen if the window is insufficiently long,
or if there are the same or more h(x) constraints than knot points (i.e. nh ≥ nck) in the
IOC window. In this case, the residual norm test will be inaccurate, especially if there are
enough h(x) constraints to satisfy the least squares without the basis function columns
in the A0 matrix, which will result in a low residual norm value but a degenerate case.
This can be avoided by ensuring that all IOC windows have more control knots than h(x)
constraints.
Figure 7.5 shows the that the IOC can successfully recover the simulated TO weights.
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Table 7.3: Residual norm threshold values determined by simulation for the squat motion.
The threshold is determined by selecting a residual norm that would remove erroneous
weight reconstruction. The actual value used is set to be 95% of the threshold listed here
to reduce numerical issues. The residual norm value is a function of the basis function
normalization and thus changes per dataset.
Dataset Threshold [unitless]
UW Ankle 3.80
UW Hip 5.75
URFI 2.32
7.4.2 Human Data
Three sets of results were generated:
1. Basis weight distribution, as recovered from IOC.
2. Post-threshold residual norm values.
3. Post-threshold RMSE value. The basis weights recovered from the IOC are used with
TO to generate the joint angle trajectory, and compared to the original trajectory.
4. Segmentation accuracy. Two different methods of calculating the overall segmenta-
tion accuracy are reported. The first calculated the maximum segmentation accuracy
for each set of observations individually and averaged them, thus allowing for dif-
ferent selected basis functions and segmentation thresholds. A second set obtained
the maximum accuracy if a single basis function and threshold was used across all
observations.
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The residual norm threshold testing (Table 7.4) shows that the URFI squats obtain
low RMSE and residual norm. However, low residual norm does not necessarily imply
that the recovered trajectory would result in low RMSE. It is difficult to compare two
different datasets in residual norm as they are a function of the normalization specific to
that dataset, but the RMSE values are in the same units of radians. For the two subsets
of the UW dataset, the hip-first motions perform much worse in the RMSE, and result in
paths that were not similar to the original. This emphasizes that the cˆ extracted by IOC
does not necessarily result in a good fit in all DOFs, because we have assumed that the
same cost function is being used for each joint. From the results, it can be noted that even
though the ankle trajectory for the hip-first motion (Figure 7.6, red) fits poorly with the
original, the other 2 DOFs fit fairly well. This suggests that the ankle joint may not be
using the same cost function as the hip and knee.
In many instances, a high standard deviation in the residual norm compared to the
mean is observed, denoting that large regions have low residual norm, but spikes of high
residual norm are occurring (Figures 7.7 and 7.8). This suggests that there are regions that
are not properly modelled by the basis functions available, leading to poor performance.
A closer examination into the reconstructed weights reveal regular patterns (Figure
7.6) between movement and rest. During movement, kinetic energy (red), torque (dark
red), and power (yellow) are highly weighted, while resting periods between repetitions are
dominated by ddq (blue). This shift suggests a change in the cost function during different
parts of the motion.
The segmentation results show high accuracy for the individual primitives (Table 7.6),
suggesting that basis weights can be used as a segmentation feature. The lowest score in
Table 7.6 is Accrecall of 65%, suggesting that false negative non-movements are a larger
problem than the false positives. However, the segmentation results were generated by
individually determining the basis weight and threshold that resulted in the highest seg-
mentation accuracy for each observed trajectory, and averaging them together. The basis
weights selected vary between individuals, suggesting that a single basis weight may not
serve as the most optimal for the whole dataset. This observation is emphasized by ex-
amining Table 7.5, where a single threshold was selected for the denoted exercise type.
This table shows a lower Accbal score when compared to individual results, and also shows
that Accrecall suffers lower accuracy when compared to Accprecision. The average cˆ for each
primitive (Figure 7.9) show that ddq, power, kinetic energy, and tau are significant basis
functions, but the distribution can vary from primitive to primitive.
A large difference is observed between the UW dataset and the URFI dataset as well.
This may be due to the fact that the UW dataset contains motions where the participant
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did not pause in between repetitions, while the URFI dataset contained long pauses. The
UW dataset also had larger variety in joint angle range and velocity, while URFI motions
were more controlled. These major differences led to a wider variety of basis functions and
thresholds selected (Table 7.6).
The runtime for this experiment approximated 5.7 seconds for every second of data
used in the IOC, suggesting that further computational optimization is required for online
operation.
7.5 Conclusion
This chapter proposes a method for human motion segmentation based on inverse optimal
control. The approach accepts arbitrary length trajectories and estimates the underly-
ing basis function weights for successive windows of that trajectory using inverse optimal
control. A method to reject low-quality weight estimates by examining the residual norm
is proposed, and the algorithm is demonstrated in both simulation and with real data,
achieving a segmentation accuracy of 77-88%.
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Chapter 8
Conclusions and Future Work
8.1 Conclusions
Motion segmentation, the process of identifying the starting and ending locations of move-
ments of interest, is a key enabling technology in a number of different fields, including
automated rehabilitation, imitation learning, and gesture recognition. The focus of this
thesis is to develop accurate time-series segmentation for physiotherapy and rehabilita-
tion to reduce dependency on subjective measures and visual observation for diagnosis,
assessment, and progress monitoring.
For a segmentation algorithm to be suitable for clinical applications, it should be able
to utilize a wide range of sensor modalities, provide consistent and accurate segments,
operate online, and exhibit inter-primitive and inter-participant generalizability.
While many prior works have proposed methods to solve the problem of motion seg-
mentation, key problems such as the lack of development and validation against inter-
participant and inter-primitive generalizability, difficulty comparing existing segmentation
techniques, and dependency on single sensor modalities has motivated the research detailed
in this thesis.
The contributions of this thesis are as follows:
A framework for segmentation that can be used for algorithm development and
comparison.
A comprehensive literature review on time-series segmentation was carried out, the
first in the literature focusing specifically on segmentation. This review was used to
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build a segmentation framework that enables systematic comparisons of different seg-
mentation algorithms and serves as a guide for the development of new segmentation
algorithms. This review showed that a majority of the segmentation algorithms did
not report segmentation accuracy or were tested against small datasets, and that the
lack of large publicly available datasets make the comparison of segmentation algo-
rithms difficult. Inter-participant and inter-primitive generalizability were frequently
cited as a difficult for segmentation, but rarely tested.
The framework illustrates that, to develop a new segmentation algorithm, the user
must first determine the segment definition, which can vary from application to
application. Then, the data source, such as sensor modality to be used, as well as the
source and target populations, including any public datasets, should be considered.
Next to consider are any algorithmic constraints, such as online or semi-online time
requirements, or any inter-participant and inter-primitive generalizability. Once these
considerations have been made, the segmentation algorithm can be designed and
verified against the target population. The framework provides a survey of relevant
methods, organized by online, semi-online, oﬄine supervised, and oﬄine unsupervised
approaches, allowing the user to draw motivation from the techniques that suit their
requirements.
The framework also illustrates that, to compare existing techniques, the user must
be aware of the validation dataset used, which may be too small or does not properly
address the target population. The validation metric and cross-validation technique
employed may also emphasize or obscure the strengths and weaknesses of the segmen-
tation algorithm. Greater availability of public datasets is needed to enable direct
comparison between algorithms.
A motion segmentation algorithm that meets the requirements of a clinically-
focused method.
A classifier-based approach was developed to address the time-series segmentation
problem. The proposed approach classifies all data points as either a segment edge
point or a non-segment point, using machine learning to automatically extract com-
mon segment edge characteristics, which leads to better inter-primitive generalizabil-
ity. This is critical for rehabilitation applications as prescribed motions tend to be
personalized and differ slightly from patient to patient, so by reducing the need for
individualized templates, this segmentation algorithm can be deployed with the type
of performance that is required for clinical applications. The proposed approach was
tested with both healthy and rehabilitation data, and demonstrated generalization
to novel motions and novel participants. In particular, templates generated from
healthy data successfully segmented rehabilitation data.
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Systematic validation with multiple sensor modalities.
A majority of the developed segmentation algorithms are only tested with a single
sensor modality. The ability to use a variety of sensor and feature modalities is
necessary for a clinical-based algorithm as the sensors available may change with the
deployment environment. The proposed algorithm does not require specific hand
crafted features, improving its usefulness in the clinic. The proposed method was
successfully validated with IMU, EMG, motion capture, and force plate data, using
joint angle, joint position, EMG signal, ground reaction force, centre of pressure, and
joint torque features. Segmentation success using joint position and ground reaction
force features is particularly promising, as these features can be extracted directly
from the sensor, and do not require expensive algorithms such as inverse kinematics or
dynamics, thus improving the speed that a segmentation algorithm can be deployed.
Inverse optimal control for motion segmentation.
A novel feature set motivated by inverse optimal control was created and tested
for segmentation. Hypothesizing that human motion is generated by an optimal
controller, the cost function of this controller is modelled as a sum of weighted ba-
sis functions representing features such as joint acceleration, linear acceleration, or
torque, and the weights were recovered using KKT. Poorly recovered weights were
removed based on the residual norm, and rejected based on a simulation-derived
threshold. The recovery of basis weights was validated in simulation and was shown
to be time-varying in real data. This signal was then segmented by a simple threshold
and showed promising performance.
The proposed segmentation framework identifies a number of open research questions:
Segment definition.
Numerous algorithms have been proposed for all three segment types, consisting of
physical boundaries, derived metrics boundaries, and template boundaries. Beyond
this thesis, no other techniques have examined the impact on segmentation accuracy
of varying the segment definition, such as testing both the half segment and the full
segment. The segment definition can significantly affect the segmentation accuracy
but has not been studied extensively.
Data collection.
The lack of public datasets with manual segments also hamper the ability to compare
motion segmentation algorithms directly. In particular, the publication of datasets
with varying physical conditions can facilitate segmentation algorithm development
and benchmarking significantly. Most public datasets have no manual labels or are
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no longer accessible. Some datasets have verified activity-level labels [158, 210] that
are useful for activity recognition. However, the only dataset that has verified manual
labels at the motion repetition-level labels is the University of Tokyo dataset [114].
Application specific requirements.
Inter-participant and inter-primitive generalizability are not commonly considered
in current research. This restricts many algorithms from being readily deployed
in clinical settings. Inter-participant variability can be assessed by validating in
a LOPO cross-validation scheme, which is rarely done. Although algorithms that
utilize domain knowledge features are likely capable of some degree of inter-primitive
generalizability, this is rarely assessed in published work.
Verification.
Many segmentation algorithms are developed for a specific application and are not
explicitly validated. Of the validated techniques, reported segmentation accuracy
and experimental details are often sparse. This makes it difficult to compare reported
techniques and to recommend suitable methods, despite the numerous prior works
in the literature.
In the thesis, two different motion segmentation algorithms are proposed, representing
two different approaches to the rehabilitation-based motion segmentation problem. The
classifier-based approach is a semi-online supervised technique that requires manually seg-
mented exercise data and normalization methods in order to achieve high segmentation
accuracy when applied to the target population. The optimal control-based approach is
an oﬄine unsupervised technique that does not require any training data, thus reducing
the overhead time required to set up the algorithm. However, the optimal control based
approach requires domain knowledge, specifically the hypothesized optimality criteria used
during movement. In most applications, segmentation accuracy and online response is im-
portant for clinical deployment, and thus the classifier-based approach is the most suitable
approach to utilize. However, there may be settings where the target primitives to be
recognized are very different compared to the source primitives and manual segment data
are not readily available. In these cases, the optimal control-based may be appropriate.
The optimal control method can also be helpful for understanding the causes of motion
variability observed.
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8.2 Future Work
The open research questions that have been identified by the proposed segmentation frame-
work suggest numerous potential directions for future work. The impact of varying segment
definitions should be examined in depth.
Public datasets with manual segments at the repetition-level enable algorithms to be
directly compared and should be made available. Datasets with varying physical conditions
should also be created so segmentation techniques can be tested on populations other
than nominally healthy participants. Algorithm validation on inter-participant and inter-
primitive variability is of critical significance and should be a component of all segmentation
methods.
For the classifier-based approach, more complex full-body exercises and functional tasks
should be examined.
Further exploration into additional sensor modalities and clinical applications is rec-
ommended. The results in this thesis (Section 6) show that dynamic data may require
different sets of manual segment data and treatment from the kinematic data, but little
research have been done in this space. Investigation into the types of modalities that pro-
duce segments that best suit clinical applications is needed, as well as efforts to understand
the difference between the segments created by kinematic features compared to dynamic
features.
Additional feature sets such as the basis weights of the IOC approach are also of interest,
as the classifier-based approach may be able to outperform the simple threshold-based
approach proposed in Section 7.
Segmentation based on IOC, while promising, requires further investigation. The al-
gorithm does not currently operate in real-time, and thus is not yet feasible for online
applications. Converting from numerically calculated gradient to an analytical gradient
may reduce computation time. Reducing the tolerance for the optimization may also
speed up convergence.
The proposed IOC method does not incorporate dynamic constraints or joint limit
constraints, potentially leading to unrealistic estimates of human capabilities. The incor-
poration of these constrains would allow the IOC method to more realistically model the
underlying human movement.
The IOC method is also dependent on the basis functions modelled, so if a critical
function is not modelled, the residual norm will be high. A possible complication is that the
basis functions examined in this thesis were originally motivated for arm and upper body
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movements [22], as a majority of the prior work in IOC has been applied to upper body
tasks [213]. Conversely, basis functions can also suffer from dependency issues, leading
to non-unique solutions. The residual norm threshold is constructed using simulation
data, where the basis functions used are perfectly known. However, the basis functions
used in human motion data are generally not known a priori. Therefore, additional basis
functions, such as basis functions that are dependent on individual DOFs instead of all
available DOFs, should be incorporated and tested, to see the impact of differing sets
of basis functions on the residual norm. Developing methods to reject dependent basis
functions, such as using SVD to examine the rank of the A0 matrix, will also improve the
quality of the IOC method.
The appropriate selection of the window length also requires further investigation. Win-
dows that are too short may not contain enough trajectory information to result in unique
basis weight recovery. However, windows that are too long may contain multiple motion
primitives and lead to poor basis weight recovery. Dynamic window length selection should
be investigated.
Insight into how the recovered basis weights are connected to human control theory
should also be examined. In particular, how do effects such as fatigue, injury, or recovery
change the human controller? Collecting and examining datasets that capture fatigue or
rehabilitation recovery may improve our understanding of human neuromuscular control
in these processes.
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Segmentation Related Works Tables
This appendix contains a summary of the reported accuracy of the surveyed papers from
Chapter 4.
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Appendix B
EMG Features
In the following definitions, E(t) is the raw EMG signal, Wn is the length of the window,
t0, t1 ... tn denote entries in the window.
Mean Absolute Value
MAV =
∑tn
t0
1
Wn
|E(t)|
The MAV is the sum of the absolute values of the EMG signal over a window, which
effectively computes a moving average filter of the EMG signal.
Waveform-length
WFL =
∑tn
t0
| ˙E(t)|
The WFL is the cumulative successive change of the EMG signal over a temporal
interval. If a signal fluctuates greatly within a window, WFL is high, while a signal with
low WFL does not contain a lot of local variations.
Pairwise inner-product
PIP = E(t)x · E(t)y
where E(t)x and E(t)y refer to specific channels of the EMG. The PIP is calculated by
taking the dot product of a moving window between two channels, and captures the inter-
actions between channel-pairs.
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Root mean square
RMS =
√∑tn
t0
1
Wn
E(t)2
The RMS provides a measure of the signal power.
Teager energy
TE = E˙2(t)− E(t) · E¨(t)
The TE is a local property of the signal, that varies with the amplitude profiles and
instantaneous frequency of the signal. TE captures the energy required to generate the
signal with various amplitude and frequency specifications. For two signals with similar
amplitude profile and different frequency components, the Teager energy returns different
values.
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Glossary
aggregators
a class of techniques that combines several classifiers together to create a more accu-
rate classifier (Section 2.3)
automated rehabilitation
a system designed to provide supervision and feedback on patient exercises
classifiers
a class of techniques that learns class boundaries using training data (Section 2.2)
data, known
data primitives or participants that have been included in the training set
data, labelled
data that has manual segment data labelled, and is typically used for algorithm
training and validation
data, novel
data primitives or participants that have not been included in the training set
data, unlabelled
data that does not have manual segment data labelled
dimensionality transformation
a class of techniques that transforms the input data from one feature space to another
(Section 2.1)
features
a variable that is derived from a sensor modality or through an algorithm
185
generalizability, inter-participant
an algorithm that can be trained on data from one set of participants and be tested
on another set of participants
generalizability, inter-primitive
an algorithm that can be trained on data from one set of primitive and be tested on
another set of primitive
gesture recognition
process of identifying the primitive under a sliding window
identification
labelling segmented data with the appropriate motion type
inertial measurement units
a sensor package that consists of an accelerometer, gyroscope, and occasionally an
magnetometer
joint compensation
the usage of improper joints to perform prescribed movements
Karush-Kuhuh-Tucker conditions
a set of necessary conditions for non-linear programming optimality (Section 2.4.3)
machine learning
a class of techniques that utilizes statistics, optimization, and analytics to perform
classification and prediction
motion primitives
small lengths of motions of interest
optimal control
a class of techniques that produces a controller that minimizes a given cost function
(Section 2.4)
principal component analysis
an unsupervised dimensionality transformation technique (Section 2.1.1)
real-time
an algorithm that can process data faster than human reaction speed
186
rehabilitation
process of restoring movement capabilities through physiotherapy exercise
segmentation
process of extracting interesting time points from observed data
support vector machine
a supervised statistical classifier technique (Section 2.2.4)
trajectory optimization
a class of techniques that produces a trajectory that minimizes a given cost function
(Section 2.4)
variability, spatial
variance that occurs in the feature space
variability, temporal
variance that occurs in time
187
